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awarded Ogd~ri.
seniors
Ten
By PAULA YORK
Hlgb School Correspondent
Ten Warren
:Sast seniors
~ave been
awarded Ogden
Scholarships
from Western
Kentucky University.
Students receiving the
scholarships are
T' Anna Baird,
daughter of Mr.
PAULA
and Mrs.
.
Norman Baird; Ann Budde, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Paul L. Budde;
Gina Edwards, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Robert H. Edwrds; Eric

Hughes, son of Mr. and Mrs. Larry
Hughes; Richard Jackson, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Frank P. Jackson;
Lisa Johnson, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Nelson Johnson; Mike
Johnson, son of Mr. and Mrs.
James E. Johnson; Lon Magers,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. James E.
Magers; Dale Miller, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Maurice Miller; Jeff
Smith, son of Mr. and Mrs. Terry
Smith.
The $250 scholarship awards are

Seniors
prepare
for WKU
By JANA VAUGHN
Hlgh School Correspondent
Members of
the senior class
who plan to attend _Western
this fall· are involved. in the
orientation and

registration

~

JANA

rn meet with advisers and register
for their fall classes.

• • •

S_c h o!~rs hips
from?'WKU

renewable for four years as long as

. 'Awareness Day' offered

a 2.0 GPA is maintained. The
scholarships were made available
to students planning a major or a
minor in~ science-related field.

·

M9seum history trip set Aprill9

Warren Cen rral

program this
week. Students
will attend
Western Mon·
day, Tuesday
;rnd Wednesday

~e--

·Participants in the Kentucky
Museum's Spring History Trip will
have the chance to: view up close·
one of the state's :few remainipg ·
covered bridges and 1to visit several
other historic sites,. in· central
Kentucky.
The one-day trip will be April 19
and will cost $20 per person. The
fee includes -bus fare, admission to
all sites and lunch at the Elmwood
Inn in Perryville, where a Civil
War battle took place.
The first stop . will be at the
Beech Fork Bridge located on Ky.
456 near Springfield in Washington
County .. The bridge was built in
1871 for the Springfield and Chaplin
Turnpike and features the Burr
truss, one of the methods of support
used in covered bridges;:
-D.I\/
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· The bridge had fallen into
disrepair, but . was renovated in .i
1981. The [!ext stop is Valley Hill
Herbs and Everlastings, an herb
farm near Springfield.
•
The farm is owned by Susie 3nd
Joe Barber who grow herbs and
market their flower - bedecked
straw hats, herb wreaths; sachets,
potpourris and wedding bouquets.
The Elmwood Inn, built in the 1•
mid-1800s, is filled with· antiques
and specializes in. traditional
Southern cooking.
·
·
The tour will end with a visit to
Perryville battlefield, the site of the
last major Confederate attempt to 1
control the state.
Call the Kentucky Building at
745-2592 no later than Monday for
reservations.
',·,,.,_I

junior college
1 s and
High school junior\senc~~o
see what college life
students will hav~ a c ~nd during Western
is really about th1s_r~e "College Awareness Day."
Kentucky umvers1 y _s
tudents and parents an
\
The annual event give~~ academic programs,
opportunity to learn abo d ways to finance a college
admission procedures an
.
educa~i?~- · . with registration at 8 a.m.
Act1v1t1es begm
. g University Center. ·
Saturday at the n._ownm
I;, 1,, "I . , I L•

I

Co1ni11g Att1"actions
I), /1).

MUSIC
The Franklin-Simpson Commun\' ty Arts Council wlll present the
Kentucky Slate University Choir at
· 3 p.m. Sunday at Goodnight
Auditorium In Franklin, Tickets are
$2-$3.

I

The Raunchhands, a rock 'n' roll
group from New York City, will
perlorm In concert Monday night al
Picasso's.

•/ ·

~

·
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10:30 a.m.
Wednesday In the
children's department.
FILMS, FILMSTRIPS
AND STORIES
Capitol Classic Films will present
John Wayne and Joanne Dru In
John Ford's "She Wore a Yellow
Ribbon" al 7:30 p.m. Friday, April
11 at the Capitol Arts Center.
Admission Is $2.

circa 1878·1885, The museum Is on
the WKll campus and Is open 9 :30
a.m.-4 p.m. Tuesday-Saturday and
l p.m.-4:aop.m. Sundays.

"Covered Bridges of Kentucky 111
an exhibit of watercolors by
Charley Robertson, is on display
through May 1 al lhe Kentucky
Museum.

The public library will show
The Kentucky Museum has on
children's films at 1:15 p.m. display through April 27 "A
Western's departmeflt of muslc ·Saturday In the library program Delicate Wilderness: The photowill present the following: at 8 p.m. room. The public Is lnvllejl.
graphy of Elliott Barnes, 1905Saturday, the Bowling Green1914." The photographs by Barnes,
Western Symphony Orchestra will
The public library will show a rancher and. wilderness guide,
perform In Ivan Wilson Center's children's films at 3:45 p.m. provide a nostalgic glimpse of the
recital hall. Admission is $3-$5; at 3 Tuesday in the library program last frontier.
\ ~\\
-:--:i\\\\\
',
p.m. Sunday,' Mary E. Hancock, room.
A series of Lunchtime Learning
contralto, will perform In a senior
.
,
programs on 19tti century British
recital In the recllal hall. AdThe public_ hbrary s preschool travelers' reactions to America will
mission is free; at 8 p,m. Tuesday, story lime will meet at 9:30 a.m. be conducted at th
K t k
.
. Museum· eeveryen Tuesuc Y
Elizabeth Volkman, soprano, will Wed nesda Y an d Th urs day In the , Library
and
perform in a !acuity recital in the program room.
lday this month. "Faces of
recital hall. Admission is $3.
EXHIBITS
Citizens National Bank ir America: Observations by 19lh
The Young Associates will pres- sponsoring .a regional open art Century British Travelers," will be
ent Free Flight In concert al 8 p.m. show "Fine Arts '86" Saturday, conducted at ·11:45-·:a.m. each day
---<(
Saturday at the Capl_lol Arts Sunday at the bank. Both pro- April 8, 15, 22 and 29. The
Center. Admission Is $6 !or fessional and amateur artists are programs are free and open to the
invited to enter paintings, skeiches,
rnem bers· and $8 for non-members.
sculptures, weavings and other fine public. Call lhe museum for more
St. Paul Chamber Orchestra, with art. A public viewing will be Information,
Pinchas Zukerman conducting, will conducted 1 p.m.-5 p.m. both
perform at 8 p.m. Wednesday at Saturday and Sunday. For more
the Capitol Arts Center in the final 'information call 782-ARTS.
event of the 11 Starry Night" series . ..
Tickets range from $11-$17. · · -·• ..
"WKU Alumni '86'.' is on view in
the University Gallery In the Fine
lip with People will perform in i Arts Center at Western. The show
concert at 7:30 p.m. Tuesday at the ' Includes 51 paintings, prints, mixWestern Kentucky University e d~m ed la works, sculpture,
Agriculture Exposition Center. The weavlngs and ceramics by 22
Bowling Green Board of Realtors, alumni artists. Exhibition hours are·
the Daily News, WKCT,AM, 8:30 a.m.-3:30 p.m. Monday-Friday
WDNS-FM and WBKO-TV. ate through April 11.
· co-sponsoring the concert wtilch
will benefit the city Boys' and.
The April textile of the month at
Girls' clubs. Tickets are $6 and are the Kentucky Museum Is a boy's
available from any BGBR member.
machine-sewn white pique coat,
SPECIAL EVENTS
The Rizpah Shrine Circus will put
on shows Saturday-Sunday at
Western's Ag. Expo Center. Per•
formances are scheduled at 10
a.m., 2 p.m. and 7 p.m. Saturday
. and 2 p.m. Sunday. Tickets are $4.
The public library will begin
National Library Week at 1:30 p.m.
Monday with a balloon launch and
the lllm "Balloon Safari." All ages
are invited.
1

The public library's "Tots and
Moms Activity Time" will meet at

ii

Area'(),/,/,
stude~ts
win scholarships
•l•(,·t"<•
Warren Central High School and Evelyn Vaughn, has been
students Cindy Renea Hunt, James named a President's Scholar at
Jenkins 1 Laura MacKenzie and Wcslern for academic achievement.
Jana Lynn Vaughn have been She Is president of the Beta Club
awarded scholarships to attend and Band, a national merit scholar
Western Kentucky University.
and a high school reporter for the
Miss Hunt, daughter of Mr. and Dally News. She will major In
Mrs. Harold T. Hunt, received the history.
Award or Excellence given each
Two Bowling Green High School
year to 15 entering freshmen. She students have received scholarls a member or the Society or ships. David Mi!ler, son or Harry
Distinguished American High and Barbara Mi!ler, wi!l major In
School Students and the Beta Club. computer science or engineering at
She wi!l major!n computer science. Western. He ls a • national merit,
Jenkins, son of Bobble Ann scholar, captain or the academic
Jenkins, wll! be one or 35 beginning team and recipient or an Award of
freshmen to receive the Regents Excellence.
Scholarship for academic achieve- Michael Finley, son of Mrs. Mary
ment, the Woodman of the World Griffin, ,received scholarships from
Award and a bronze medal In WKU and Sou,thern U!!nols Unlver-,
Western's history contest. He wi!l slty In Carbondale, U!. He Is ranked
major In physics.
first academically In his senior·
Miss MacKenzie, daughter of class, vice president or student,
Frank and Kay MacKenzie, also government, a 1985 WKU Junior
received a Regents Scholarship. Scholar and a President's Scholar '{
She ls a 1985 Junior Scholar, at Western.
·
finished second In the Physics
~------- ·
·
Olympics bridge building contest ,
and graduated with a 4.0 grade
average. She will major In physics
and math education.
Miss Vaughn, daughter of Gene.'.
Nebel a Miss Kentucky teen finalist
Ronda Nebel daughter of Don
and June Nebei.ot Bowling G~e~n,.
has been chosen as a [inalls or
th
Miss Kentucky U.S.· Teen
: eant to be held at 7:30 p.m.
~agy 17 at Western Kentucky
University.
t Is the
The Miss Kentucky pagean T
state finals .to the Miss Ul·/J. een
pageant to be held In July· '-( · l

ri
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· Lunchtime learning progrom1 "faces
of America1 Observations by· 19th Century ,
· British Travelen," ot the Kentvcky library ·
and Mu,eum on the campus In Bowling
Green, Ky., 11145 o.m. Tuesdays through
'April 29. Topics Include food, slavery, wom·
en education, government, culture and cus•
to~s. Porticiponts l'noy'brin9 o lunchi bever·
ages will be available. c..., •-'. >i -(, - H,

',·G
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SUNDAY
3 P.M. A SENIOR RECITAL
featuring Mary Elizabeth Hancock,
contralto, will be presented in the
recital hall of the Ivan Wilson
Center for Fine Arts. Admission is
free.
MONDAY
8:30 A.M. AWARD WINNING
LOCAL ART will be on display
through April 28 at the Ervin G.
Houchens Gallery. "Fine Arts 86"
is sponsored by Citizens National
Bank. The gallery is open 8: 30
a.m.-4:30p.m. Monday-Friday.

• • •

This Week
at Western
3 P.M. NOVELIST GLORIA Agriculture Exposition Center until
NAYLOR will be the guest speaker noon.

at a talk/reading in Cherry Hall,
room 125. Ms. Naylor will also
lecture at 7 p.m. in King Hall State
Street Baptist Church.

• • •

• • •

11:45 A.M. 'FACE OF AMERICA:
OBSERVATIONS BY 19th CENTURY BRITISH TRAVELERS.' A
month-long

series

of lunchtime

8 P.M. ST. PAUL CHAMBER learning programs presented each
ORCHESTRA with Pinchas Tuesday through April 29. ParticiZukerman will be featured in the pants are asked to bring their lunch
final "Starry Night" series event and beverages will be provided.
at the Capitol Arts Center. Tickets Admission is free.
are $11-$17.
• •

•

TUESDAY
. 7:30 P.M. UP WITH PEOPLE;'"a
9:30 A.M. MAMMOTH CAVE 4-H musical group, will be featured at

COUNCIL

will

meet

in

the the Agriculture Exposition Center.
- · For more information contact the
Bow)ing Green Board of Realtors at
781-1623..
·

• •• •

8 P.M. A FACULTY RECITAL,
featuring Elizabeth· Volkman,
soprano, will be presented in the
recital hall of the Ivan Wilson
Center for Fine Arts. Admission is
$3,

WEDNESDAY
8 A.M. 'DIABETES MANAGEMENT:. STATE OF THE ART,'
will be the topic discussed in the
Downing Unive~sity Center, room
125. For more information contact
Mona Moughton at 745-6350.

8:30 A.M.

• • •

'LET'S TALK DAY,'

hosting area business people with
be held until 3 p .m. The program is
sponsored by WKU's College • of
· Business Administration.

THURSDAY
8:30 A.M. THE KENTUCKY
COUNCIL OR ARCHIVES will
meet at the Kentucky Building until
3 p.m. Persons interestd in
attending should contact Penny
Harrison or Pat Hodges at 745-6086.

• • •

NOON SIGMA XI SCIENCE DAY
will be held in Garrett Conference
Center Ballroom. For more information contact Dr. Edmund
Regen at 745-5988.

• • •

J.

7:30 P.M. DR. BILL C.. MALONE

will deliver the fourth annual Rudy
Folklife Lecture on the topic "A
Sense of Place in Country Music "

in Room 103, Garrett Conferen~e
Center. Dr. Malone, who is· a
nationally-known performer of
old-time and bluegrass music, as
weJl. as a scholar on the subject,
wiU illustrate his lecture by singing
several songs during the course of
the presentation. Free to the public.

FRIDAY
8 A.M. SIGMA XI SCIENCE DAY
continues in Garrett Conference
Center Ballroom until 9 p.m.
·

• • •

4 P.M. HOME & GARDEN SHOW
will be held in the Agriculture
Exposition Center. For more infor~ation contact Mark Schaap,
Builders Association of Bowling
Greeri, 781-9140.

• • •

8 P.M. A GUEST RECITAL
featuring Maria Niles, soprano, wili
be presented in the recital hall of
the .Ivan Wilson Center for Fine
Arts .. Ms. Niles is visiting from .
Bowllng -Green's Sister City,
Ecuador.
/

SATURDAY
8 A.M. SIGMA XI'S SPRING
CONFERENCE will be held in
Thompson Complex Central Wing
room 129 until 1 p.m. For mar:
information call 745-5988.

• • •

9 A.M. KIDS-IN-MOTION will be
held until 11 a.m. in Diddle Arena ·
dance studio and auxiliary gym.
For more - information contact
Carolyn Houk at 745-4301.

• • •

7 P.M. RENAISSANCE DANCE
COMPANY, sponsored by the B.G.
Shoe Shine Parlor, will be featured
at
the Capitol Arts Center. Tickets
1
are $5 for adults and $4 for students
and senior citizens. ! For more
. information call:7fl?-?7Jl:'7:":, ·

Piano man
.•
Croy keeps WKU pianos
f)./1/
--/•b'i;'lc
Ron Croy Is Western Kentucky
University's piano man,
·
His job Is to keep the school's
60-70 pianos In tune. The tools of his
trade are a few simple devices he
carries around In a small tool box
- put the most Important resources he brings to his work are
his ears and years of experience.

Croy, 42, of Nashville has been
tuning pianos since )969, long
enough to learn a hea\{hy respect
for his craft - and realize that he
and other tuners, although they
seldom get any· credit, are an
essential part of the music.

:
:
;
:

RON CROY RELAXES for a
minute (above) while tuning
one of Western Kentucky Universlty's 60-70 pianos. .

:: RON CROY TESTS bis work
"(above) alter tuning a piano for
· an upcoming choral recital In
::van Meter Auditorium. Croy
said he plays rarely, preferring
to work behind the scenes and
··1eave the playing to his wife,
Kate, who teaches piano.

. "The longer I'm in it, the more I
realize it's an art," he said. "Good
tuning can make a piano sound
super, give It a lot of power and a
Jot of clarity."
Croy said he tunes pianos for
schools, churches 1 piano teachers
and other customers, enough to
keep him busy 5-6 days a week for
about 10 months.
·

tune

Business drops off in the summer
when people go away on vacations
and Western and other schools shut
down or go to reduced summer
schedules.
Croy began tuning pianos after he
met and married his wife, Kate
Croy, at Eastman School of Music
In Rochester, N.Y., where both
were music students.
She is a piano instructor "and
the piano always needed tuning,"
Croy said.
·
Now his life Is pianos, mostly
tuning, but also rebuilding then
when he gets the chance.
Croy began rebuilding pianos
around 1978 and regularly looks for
Stelnways and other pianos to
rebuild but lamented that they are
becoming scarce,
"People just aren't buying
pianos like they used to," he said,
adding that the most popular
pianos are those built In the 1940s
and 50s when the quality of wood
used was petter.
1
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RON CROY TUNES a Steinway piano In the recital
ball in the Ivan Wilson Fine Arts Center (above),
observes the action (below) and softens the

n,

hammers (below left) by punching small holes In
th~m. The hammers, which strike the strings,
harden with age.
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Staff photos

by

Mark Workman
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RON CROY TUNES a Steinway piano In the recital
hall In the Ivan Wilson Fine Arts Center (above),
observes the action (below) and softens the

iiammers (below le[t) by punching small boles ln
them. The hammers, which strike the strings,
harden with age.
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Staff photos

by
Mark Workman

1u ma vurne. 1 ne man grabbed the
purse and threw It to the ground.
(~ !, , 1, ~ A n 'l v ''
Tile man forced her against a
tree and said he would hurt her if
she didn't quit fighting.
The man said hew.as going to
take her to his car, but the woman
heard voices nearby and screamed
for help.
Daniel Dilamarter of Bll
Wakefield Drive heard the scream
and ran toward the man and
woman.
The attacker let the woman go
picked up her purse and ran tow~rd
the Craig Alumni Center with
•
Dilamarter In pursuit. The man
• stopped, told Dilamarter he had a
gun and threatened to shooffilm If
he didn't back off.
Dilamarter, who told police he·
· didn't believe the man had a gun;
told him "Show me a gun and I'll
back off."
·
The man ran off, got into a car
and drove awa·y.
The victim described the man as·
20-24 years old, about 5 feet 8
Inches tall and weighing about 160
pounds.
·
Dilamarter said the man was
20-23 years old, 5 feet 8 Inches to 5
feet ll Inches tall and weighed
about 185 pounds.
Both the woman and Dilama'rter
said the man was stocky with thick
brown hair. He also Is described as
having dark, possibly brown eyes.
He had a moustache, and about a
•I'• two-days growth of beard and
:!';.:. · · possibly acne.
\
The man is believed to have
driven away In a yellow car
'.· possibly a late model Must;ng
with out-of-state plates.
'
. WKU Public Safety Director Paul
Bunch said anyone with
information about the man should
call Lt. Richard Kirby at the public
'
safety office.
Bunch said this Is the first case
of a sexufll assault of a woman on
campus since 1981.
He said lone women walking on
or through campus can call the
student escort service at 745-3333.
WESTERN KENTUCKY UniWhen the escort service Is not
versity police are searching for
operating, calls will be forwarded
a man In connection with the
to the public safety department,
sexual assault and robbery of a
which will provide escorts.
woman on campus Saturday,
·The above picture Is a composite of a suspect made from the
description of witnesses.
V,J 1,p,o ''
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Lambda Chi,
Kappa Delta win

Police seek
suspect
Police are asking {or the public's
help in finding a man wanted for
questioning ln the sexual assault
and robbery of a woman Saturday
on the Western Kentucky
University campus.
A 20-year•o!d Warren County
woman said she was walklng down
Center Street about 3 11.m. when a
nwn emerged from a parked car in·
front of her. The man walked past
her but then turned around, ran
after her and grabbed her.
A~ IIH~ two strnrH.!led In the

Lambda Chi Alpha and Kappa
Delta took top honors Sunday night
In the annual Spring Sing pageant
at Western Kentucky University's
Van Meter Auditorium.
·
Lambda Chi Alpha, which
sponsored the pageant, won the
fraternity division with'' An
Evening at the Old Apollo
'fheµter .° a collection of jazz and
blues songs, said Cliffe Allen,
co-chairman of Western's Greek
Weck. Lambda Chi also won best
backdrop and best fraternity
costume.
Delta Tau Delta took second
place and Kappa Alpha finished
third, Allen said,
.,, 1, .
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In the sorority division, Kappa
Delta took first with "From Rags
to Riches," a collection of songs
dealing with money. Kappa Delta
also took the award for best
sorority costumes, Allen said.
Alpha Omicron Pl finished second
and Alpha Della Pl placed third, he
said.
The pagc,rnt generates money for
Greek Week, which began Saturday
and runs through April H, Allen
said, About 700 people attended
Sunday's show, which raised
$1,300-$1,400 for Greek Week.

. --~ __ .•.l.L..:.
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!Staff ColorPbc!o by Marl< WcrlanaJl

In full bloom
WARM. TEMPERATURES have coaxed fiowerlng trees, such

u this

crab apple on the Western Kentucky University campus, into lull

bloom. A WKU student, also clad for the hlgb spring temperatures,
checks out the blooms on the tree.
l) _
~- - ,- - ,';. , r_

Crowd figures awaited
It will be a week or so before lhe ofllela\ figures
from lhe 1986 Girls' Sweet Sixteen Stale Basketball

Tournament are released, accordlng to Horace
Shrader, director of the Bowling Green-Warren
County Tour!sl Convenl!on Commission.
Shrader, In a report to the commission Monday
night, said he does not know exactly when
attendance figures w!!! be released, but said
attendance was down from 1985, the l!rst year the
tournament was held at Western Kentucky
University.
Bowling Green and Western will hos\ the 1987
tournament and the commission plans to bid on the
1988 lournament.
De'IJ)lte smaller crowds, Shrader said merchants
and restaurant and hott! owners were pleased with

the tournament. "Some of the restaurant owners on
S~ottsvllle Road said they had their biggest days

ever that Friday," he said,
In other acl!on, the commission approved a
$358,850 budget for 1986-87 and discussed plans to
host the City-County Chamber of Commerce
breakfast April 25. J), IJ .
c'f b
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Open house s_et Friday
For the first lime facult t W
Unlverslty wll! Join •1
Ya
es tern Kentucky ,
; research findings an~ ~~~~p~rat/ve effort to present
'noon-6 P m Frid l
o s a an open house
'Confere~c~ Cent:{ n the ballroom of the Garrett
'so~~!tfi~!~; l~~jz:p~nsored by Sigma Xl, a
sciences and WKU
g ment of research In the
; to exhibit th l
' Is designed to allow al] faculty
~

.

.

.e r research and encourage

. lnterdlscJp!Jnary research .
. de~:~:~::a~wty, representing various
. ., .
open to the p~bllc partlclpa te ln the project, which ts •
'
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Comi11g Attracti~11s
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MUSIC
Moms Activity Time" will meet at
Western Kentucky University's 10:30 a.m.
Wednesday In the
department of music will present children's department.
the following: at 8 p.m. Tuesday,
FILMS, FILMSTRIPS
the Choral Union and University
AND STORIES
Choir will perform In Van Meler
Capitol Classic Films will present
Auditorium. Admission Is free.
John Wayne and Joanne Dru ln
John Ford's "She Wore a Yellow
A "Flve•Band Fest" will begin Ribbon" at 7:30 p.n\. Friday al the
at 2 p.m. Sunday at the Fraternal Capitol Arts Center. Admission Is
.
Order of Eagles Club, 736 Lain Ave. $2.
Adm lsslon Is $3. Proceeds Will
benefit the Sandra Harp Fund.
The public library will show
PRODUCTIONS
children's films at 3:45 p.m.
11
Arkansas Bear," a- children's Tuesday In the library program
show, will be performed today- room.
Sunday at Russell Miller Theatre In
the Ivan Wilson Fine Arts Center at
The public library's preschool
Western. Showtlmes are: 7 p.m. story time will meet at 9 :30 a.m.
today; 4 p.m. Friday; I p.m. and 4 Wednesday · and Thursday In the
p.m. Saturday and Sunday.
program room.

and roses will be present.
mission Is free.

Ad·

"WKU Alumni '86" ls on view
through Friday at the University
Gallery In the Fine Arts Center al
Western. The show Includes 61
paintings, prints, mixed-media
works, sculpture, weavlngs and
ceramics by 22 alu.mnl artists.
Exhibition hours are 8:30 a.m.-3:30
p.m. Monday-Friday.
The April textile of lhe month at
the Kentucky Museum Is a boy's
machine-sewn white pique coat,
circa 1878-1885. The museum Is on
the WKU campus and Is open 9:30
a.m.-4 p.m. Tuesday-Saturday and
I p.m.-4 :30 p.m. Sundays.

"Covered Bridges of Kentucky/'
The Warren Central Speech and
Visual Artists League lllm an exhibit of watercolors by
Drama Club will perform Its spring "Dutch Museums" wlll be shown Charley Robertson, Is on display
through May I at the Kentucky
production of "The Wizard ol Oz" at 7 :30 p.m. Wednesday.
Museum,
at 7 :30 p.m. April 25-26 at the
EXHIBITS
Capitol Arts Center. Tickets are
Winners of· Citizens National
$3-$4.
The Kentucky Museum has on ,
Bank's regional open art show
SPECIAL EVENTS
"Fine Arts '86" will be on display display through April 27 "A
Western Kentucky University · through April at the Capitol Arts Delicate Wilderness: The photo. graphy ol Elliott Barnes, 1905·
Women's Spring Brunch and Fash- Center,
ion Show will be conducted at 11
1914." The photographs by Barnes,
a.m. April 19 at the Holiday Inn
The public library through April a ranchet and wilderness guide,
Holldome. Tickets are $8. Contact · will have on view a 20-plece provide a nostalgic glimpse ol the
Connie Largen, 2123 Sycamore, or photography exhibit by Jimmy last lrontler.
Jo Verner at Diddle Arena for Motsinger, a Logan County native
reservations by Wednesday.
and resident ol Lewisburg. The
Decorator Showhouse '86, a
exhibit may be viewed during lundralslng project of the Arts
The public library will celebrate regular library hours.
Alliance Inc. and the Landmark
Its 10th anniversary Saturday. No
Association, ls set !or May 2-18.
children's lilm will be shown.
The ErvIn G. Houchens Gallery The house selected !or the project
The public library's "Tots and at the Capitol Arts Center Is open 9 Is the historic J. Whit Polter house
at 13th and State streets. Hours will
a.m.-4:30p.m. Monday-Friday.
be
10 a.m.-4 p.m. Monday•
11
0
An Easter Eggstravaganza is - Saturday;
1 p.m.-5 p.m. Sunday;
on display at the Eloise B. and 7 p.m.-9
p.m. Tuesdays and
Houchens Center for Women, 1115 Thursdays. Tickets are $3-$5.
Adams St., through Tuesday. The
center Is open 10 a.m.-2 p.m.
WORKSHOPS
. Monday, Wednesday and Friday.
The Bowling Green Parks and
For Information call 842-6761.
Recreation Department ls sponsor•
The Spring Plant Festival and· Ing a Folk Art Painting class using
Herb Sale will be conducted 10 simple techniques on a wood
a.m.-4 p;m .. April 19 at the Eloise project. The class will meet 9:30
B. Houchens Center. Consultants on a.m.-11:~0 a.m. or 6:30 p.m.-8:30
herbs and Everlastings, dried p.m. Tuesday. Fee Is $12.
flower methods and uses, Kentucky
A series ol Lunchtime Learning
wlldfiower.s,. greenhouse gardening
programs on 19th century British
travelers' reactions to America will
be conducted at the Kentucky
Library and Museum everr Tues•

day this month .... '.'Faces of
America: Observations. by 19th
Century British Travelers," will be
conducted at 11:45 a.m. each day
April 15, 22 and 29. The program's
are Cree and open to the public.
Call the museum for more Information.

~uition increases at area universities exceed inflation rate
fonnation for this story also was
ithered by staff writers Richard
''ilson and Tom Lojtus.

Costs to climb 6 percent to 9 percent next fall

By GEORGE GRAVES
C , J statt wrn.,- 'f - i j - ·:,~ '6 associations says, schools are sµendMost coIIeges and universities in ing more to attract students from
:entucky and Indiana are raising
nctergraduate tuition next fall by 6
,ercent to 9 percent.· well above
:u.rrent and projected inflation
·ates.
Spokesmen tor tile institutions, as
vell as national higher education as,.
ociations. say the schools are still
·z.tching up from the high-inflation
~ars of the late 1970s and early
ti80s, when tuition increases failed
:1 keep pace witb. double-digit leaps
,1 the Consumer Price Index.
Furthermore, the institutions and -

does the proportion of students who
live and eat on campus.
Indiana University ln Bloomington will charge in'"'5tate undergrad•
percent. from $520 to $540 for tull· uates $1,760 next year in annual tu·
ition and fees, 6 percent more-than
time; in-state students.
this year's $1,660. IU students who
(Mandatory fees can raise the bill are not residents of Indiana will also
as much as another $100 or so a experience a 6 percent increase in
year, depending on the university, tuition, from $4,577 to .$4,850. : ;
which sets_. those fees. Community
colleges do . not · charge mandatocy
At Indiana University Southeast in
fees. Tile Kentucky Council on High· New Albany. annual tuition and tees
er Education. the central education will be $1,479, up _6.1 percent trom
authority, determines tuition.)
this year's $1,390. at Purdue UniverAt most schoo!S, room and board sity in West Lafayette~ annual .tu..
costs are going up, too, but, by ition and required fees for in-state
smaller percentages than tuition1· undergraduates will increase 6 per..
See TUITION
Room and board costs vary considf
, PAGE 4. col. 4, this section
• erably from school to school, as

the
sltrinking
applicant
pooL
They're sprucing up campuses and

adding programs. instructors and
coffiputers, Yet, administrators at
private colleges and universities. in
particular. say they are also con-

$1,144. Out-of-state students face a
similar increase and will continue to
pay about three times as much as
Kentucky residents next fall $3,720.
At Kentucky's regional · universi•
ties - Eastern Kentucky, Kentueky
State, Morehead State, Murray state,
'?l_~m_E:entucky_ anct Northern
Kentucky - tuition for in--state un•
dergraduates goes .from $884 this
year to $940 next year, up 6.3 per•

cerned th.at their schools' higher
charges - typically several times
what their public counterparts levy
- may discourage applicants.
Undergraduates at Kentucky's cent.
two major universities. Kentucky
The tuition at ·Jefferson and the
and Louisville, will pay 8.-4 percent state's other community colleges
more in tuitio~ $1,240 instead of will rise co':'5l~erably less
3.8

.
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T11itio11 i11creases to exceed i11flatio111~,~~e (' .) .
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\ Continued from Page B 1
cent, from $1,629 this year to $1,726
In 19B6.S7,
lncrenses In tuition and lees at
private colleges and universities in
the two states range more widely,
Lees Junior College In Jackson, Ky,,
ts raising tuition and fees 19 per•
cent; Cumberland College, In Wllllamsburg, Ky., ts raising them 13.8

celve tax subsidies nnd rely almost
totally on tuition and gifts .. ,"
Bellarmlne Is raising tuition and
fees lor undergraduates 7,1 percent,
to $4,500. A key reason, the college
said, Is hiring more !acuity and payIng current faculty more.
Virtually all other schools sound•
ed a similar note on fnculty pny
raises, and the American As,;ocl-

schools, It must keep nn ey<i o~ !!ablllty Insurance rn!es, "which tlavc
skyrocketed for us this ycnr, 1' J)eppen said,
, ,
Clyde R. Ingle, lndlann's (higher
education commlS11ioncr, •nld the tultlon increases et state universities
have prompted no public :outcry,
even though they're well above lnflatlon. For the past thrne. nwnths,

percent. Union College, in Barbour~

atlon of University Professors may

prices rose nt nn unnunll:wd ,-nte or

ville, Ky., ls asking for only 2.9 per• be happy with the harmony, The or- 1.2 percent. Lnst year, tho r',:rnslimcent more.
ganl:mtlon of university Instructors er Price Index went up 3.2 p~rcpnt.
recently issued a reeort saying that Inflation, now dampened o~nslderMere percentages can be mis Iee d· only
a third of the purchasing power ably by falling on prices, lsjiroJ:ccting. however. Lees.• despite the large Jost In the '?Os bas been regained. ed by the Congressional Budsetmr.
percentage Increase, Is still one of
Bellarmlne, in Its Jetter, Included flee to be about 4 percent nnJtl year
the least expensive private schools Information showing its charges are
.,
,
,.,,, , '
In Kentucky - a status thBt Is part Jess than those of Danville's Centre
In the past unl,crsltlcs:.lcnfle<:1
of its mlsslon to serve Eastern Ken• College and Lexington's Transylva- not to raise tuition In economic good
tucky, college comptroller Jua!'lta nla University, two of Kentucky's times,, and ln many cases .~(f!<l~nts
tallaban said,
most prominent private schools.
weren_! paying their share, 1 Ingle
Next year, Lees will charge $3,000
Centre's tuition and tees will said. Then w~en th8 hot<I, II tries
In tuition and tees. Union, on the climb 5.8 percent, from $6,650 to came, Shl~enls were Ill! wj\~ l~i-ge
other hand, llberally raised tuition $7,040. The school wm remain the Increases.
.
,~ 1..
some years ago, and today, con•. most expensive In Kentucky, Tran"In.creases sllghtly nbove.li>ltnhon
sclous of Its status as a relatively sylvanla's will Increase 7.5 percent, next year will help pay lor 44fetlred
expensive Kentucky college, wants but the charges will be slightly less maintenance and construcH<tt1 pnd
to hold the line, said Cheryl Brown, than Centre's, at $6,725.
salary Increases during lli"i!. lenn
Union's business manager and treasLoulsvllle's Spalding University years of the early 1980s," \I.it. "qld.
urer. Union wlll charge $4,270 next will raise tuition and lees for underAnyone taking the long 'View or
year.
graduates 7.7 percent, to $4,200.
college cost lncrense.s should' -nol b
Olllclals at Cumberland College
Among Indiana private colleges upset, suggested Cathy llcnd~rsoh e
sey their 1.3.8 percent Increase in tu• and universities, Hanover College, a consultant tor the American. Coun~~
ltlon·and tees_ amounting to s400 small, liberal arts Institution In Han-, · on Education, which represents' all
_ ls to help pay for conllnulng ren• over, wlll raise tuition and fees to manner of colleges and unlversJt1
ovation ol bulldlngs and upgrading $4,500, an 8.4 percent Increase,
Over the post 20 years, total'
or programs. The Improvements,
The University of Notre Dame In creases ln charges hnve been 'l1 ntreasurer George Ramey said, may South Bend hasn't set Its tuition tor or Jess In line with rising costs
help Cumberland compete _ ln next year yet, but expects to raise II, Ing, she said.
,i t .
spilly image, at least - with Ken• , perhaps by as much as IO percent, . Ms. Henderson snlcl It Is unt111~ lo
tucky's public schools.
said Father M!cbael Heppen, dlrec- look at a selected year or two 11,e..
·
·
tor ol student accounts tor the Ro- cause colleges, unlike · toi:In a letter sent to students and man Catholic school. Annual under- businesses, first try to absori>;iS~fit
parents, Louisville's Bellarmine Col• graduate tuition now Is $7,845, the costs and then, belatedly, rec uer
lege also referred, If obliquely, to highest In the two states.
She predicted that college lull P,
competition with public schools. The
Like other schools, Notre Dame wlll continue to run above lnrintns
letter noted: "As a private, lnde- -need not worry so much about Inna- f·o·r··. several more yenrs., ns . "ton
pendent Institution, we do not re- tlon any more, but, like other , maintain their "turnaround,''.
es
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Tuition up in Kentucky
{),l\f

·-f·/1·\"'·

LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) - Un•
dergraduate tuition at most ol
Kentucky's colleges and un•
iversltles will Increase by 6 percent
to 9 percent next fall.
Spokesmen said the schools are
spending more to attract students
and need to recoup some ol .their
expenditures.
·
The Increases are well above the
current and . projected Inflation
rates, Bui the schools and national
higher education associations say
colleges and universities are stilt
catching up from the high-inflation
years of the late 1970s and early
1980s, when tuition Increases failed ,
to keep pace with double-digit leaps
In the Consumer Price Index.
Undergraduates at the University
of Kentucky and the University ol
Loulsvllte, · the state's two largest
universities, will see an 8,4 percent
tuition Increase, from $1,144 ·.to
$1,240.
'·
·
Tuition for out-of-state students
also wlll rise by 8.4. percent, to
$3,720.
At Kentucky's six regional un-

lversltles - Eastern Kentucky,
Western Kentucky, Morehead Stale,
Murray Slate, Kentucky State and
Northern Kentucky - tuition for
In-slate undergraduates wilt rise
from $884 this year to $940 next
year, an Increase of 6.3 percent.
Tuition at the slate's community
colleges will rise by just 3.8
percent, from $520 lo $540 for
lull-time, In-state students.
· Al most schools, room and board
costs are rising also, but at a
smaller percentage than tuition,
Increases in tuition and lees at
private colleges and. universities In
Kentucky range more widely, Lees
Junior College at Jackson Is raising
tuition and lees 19 percent, lo
$3,000; Cumberland College In
Williamsburg 13.8 percent, a $400
Increase; and Union College In
Barbourville just 2.9 percent, to
$4,270. ·
·
Tuition and lees at Centre College
In Danvllte wlll rise 5.8 percent,
from $6,650 to $7,040. The school
wilt remain the most expensive In
Kentucky.

Home show
begins
.
,'

'

The 1986 Home and Garden Show gets started at 4
p:m, today at the Agricultural Exposition Center at
Western Kentucky University,
.
The show, sponsored by the Builders Association
ol Bowling Green, features Ideas for new homes and
those planning lo remodel homes. Ticket proceeds
from the show wlll benefit the Salvation Army and
the Horticulture Department at Western.
The show wilt be open until 9 p.m. today; 10
a,m,·9 p.m. Saturday, and 1 p.m.·5 p.m. Sunday.
. .
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best it could with the limited funds- each departmental budget going
it has to work with," said Tom . toward merit pay. So, some faculty
Coohill; a biology teacher and members could receive as much as
former Faculty Senate chairman. a 5.5-percent raise.
"It's still inadequate, · that's for
"I think it would be fair to say
sure. Everyone knows that from that merit pay Is kind of a token
the president on down.
gesture," said Mary Ellen Miller,
"We've been slipping to 2·, faculty regent. "But It's stlll worth
3-percent increases while other something to some people.
states get 8- and 9-percent," he Everybody likes to be told that they
continued. "What we really need is are doing a good job, whether they
20 percent, back-to-back, just to get arepaidsomethingornot."
us back where other states are. But
Mrs. Miller, who teaches English,
we realize it starts at the state said she Is satisfied with the
level. The. legislature begins every budget, although some of her
session ol talking about 7-, 8- colleagues have voiced mild disappercent raises, but that talk soon.- proval to the guidelines.
ends.
"Some people are saying we
"Even that's not going to solve . shouldn't have the merit pay
the problem, anyway. The universi· because It's too small of a sum to
ty bas trimmed everything to the bother with," Mrs. Miller said.
bone to give the faculty what they "They want to see .that money go
can. We don't blame those guys."
in straight across-the-board.
Any money left over in each They're of the feeling that we're so
department wlll be divided between much behind In purchasing power
merit pay and equity adjustments that what we should be doing is try
to those faculty members, such as to catch up with other states.
women and · minorities, whose
"Others want a 2- to 3-percent
salaries may not be in line with across-the-board raise so there is a
their male and non-minority peers.
larger sum In the budget for merit
Money· from merit pay would pay," she continued. "And others
come from about $14.5 mlllion are concerned that some de.Collins recommended statewide for partmental heads are not eligible to
thefacultysalarylncentivefund.
make recommendations for
Western will receive $429,600 for meritorious work."
1986-87 and $774,100 for 19a'l-88.
F acuity would be judged for
That amounts to about 1 percent of meritorious pay In the following
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categories: teaching, oil-campus although he added resumes are
and non-traditional teaching, pro- beginning to be sent out.
fessionally related service and
research.
"The only people who are really
Although the salary increase Is mobile are- the best people,"
regarded as a pittance to some, CoohUI said. "And we are losing
Mrs. Miller said the mood among ~em, we have been losing them.
her colleagues rem~ins-- "good." And bow can you try to replace
Evans, who teaches management those people? You can't make
and marketing, agreed.
serious offers. People laugh at you
Coohill said most of his col- when you make those kinds of
leagues lee! the way he does, offers."
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Ask Dr. Brothers
psychologist co111es to WI(U

>-/ • I '1 · s-(,
By MIKE RAY
Dally News Special Writer
Women who strive for success
must do so on their own terms or
fall victim to the pressures of
society to achieve al all costs,
according lo noted psychologist Dr.
Joyce Brothers.
Speaking Saturday morning to a

work related Inquiries.
"Women who want both a family
and a career, what thJ:!y give up ts
sleep," said Dr. Brothei-s.
_. ·,
During her lecture, Dr. Brothers
sought lo shoot down some of the
stereotypes about men and women.
Young people are not the on!~
ones learning, said Dr. Brothers.

predominantly female audience of

Each year, she said, people become

·

about 200 people at the Downing smarter.
,
University Center on Western's
"I[ you think you see the light at
campus, Dr. Brothers said that the end of the tunnel, just make
success for women should be sure it's not an oncoming train/'
measured In their own terms.
Dr. Brothers warned.
"People who achieve success in

According to Dr. Brothers, it is

ll[e today are those who think best for men and women to choose
negatively about the world," said a spouse who has a different
Dr. Brothers, who . is also an lifestyle than they do. _The adage
author, . a columnust , for Good that opposites attract definitely
Housekeeping magazine and an applies to marriage, she said.
NBC radio personality.
"Opposites attract, and since
"Some have accepted societ}''s

eve'ryone has an inferiority com-

definition of success In terms ol plex, people tend to fall In love
achievement, lame, money and because they feel they can help the

her mother/' said Dr. Brothers.

Dr. Brothers cleared up several
other stereotypes, Including:
-WOMEN ACTUALLY have
more nightmares than men, but
they need an average or one more

hour ol sleep a night than men.
-MEN CHANGE their minds
more often than women, although
women can be more Indecisive at ·
times.
.
-WOll)'.EN. TEND to get more
flustered than men in certain
siluatlons, but they are less apt to
crack when the pressure gets high.
-WOMEN

ARE

liking

themselves more today with the
rise of the Women's Liberation
movement, and young men are not

complaining.
-BODY RHYTHMS and temperature are Important. Many people
do their best work In the morning
when their temperature Is highest.
-WOMEN ARE more responsive
to the Idea ol preventive medical

power/' she said. 11 For others,
though, it is love and family."
Dr.· Brothers, who received her
doctorate at Cornell University,

other compensate for their faults/~
she s~id. "Marrying someone who
Is siinilar to you may make
marriage too easy. 11

found that the interests of women

attitude toward men 1 depending on

make love the longest, 11

are changing. Many ol the ques-

how he treats her, she said.

Dr. Brolhers also cited a new
study that said women who enjoy
food the most .also enjoy sex the
most.

care, which is why companies are

sponsoring health-related seminars.
delivered her lecture on "Success
Those who take ,a scientific Men_ seem. to. wait !or .the last
is a State ol Mind" as parl ol the · approach to love Instead ol · minute to ask for help.
first annual Women's Health and following their hearts are ·also
-MEN HAVE less complaints
Lifestyle' Issues Conference making a mistake, said Dr. about marriage _than women, alsponsored by · HCA Greenview Brothers. As an example, she though m lddle-aged businessmen
Hospital.
·
·
•
referred to a recent survey which who are well oll have become
Though she no longer treats said clergymen have the most romantically apathetic.
,
patients, Dr. Brothers still tours the successful marriages.'.
"Many professional businessmen
country giving advice to women to
Dr. Brothers also brushed oll. the feel as II sex Is an. obligation to be
try . and make lheir lives easier. fallacy that women grow up to be conserved until later on Ille," said
Since her debut as a psychologist in like their mothers. The father has a Dr. Brothers. "But men who make
the media in 1958, Dr. Brothers has bigger ellect on his daughter's love the most are the ones who
concefn

"If you want to find out what a

adult lo adult relationships, living
with a man before marriage and

wile will be like 20 years down the
road, look at her father instead ol

' tio·ns

she

ariswers

1

now
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Bowling Gre-en, Ky.,;_ C~pilol Aris Con·

[) · /l'

ter, Ervin G. Houchens Gallory, 416 E.
Main. 9 a.m.-4:30 p.m. Monday-Friday.
Regional artists, through April 29. Post·
ers by Franklin J, Ross.

Charity horse
show scheduled

Kentucky Museum, Western Kentucky
Univcrsily. 9:30 a.m.-4 p.m. Tuesday•
Saturday, 1-4:30 p.m. Sunday. Watercolors by Charley Robertson; pholos by
Elltel Barnes.
Ivan Wilson Center for Fino Aris, Western
Kentucky Universily. 10·2 Monday-Fri·
day. 25th Annual WKU Ari Competition.

,

'

,·._•

WESTERN KENTUCKY UNIVERSITY,

1

Spring History Trip: Sponsored by the
Kentucky Mu~um, Visit one of Kentucky's
few rtimoining covered bridges and other
sites In central Kentucky, including the
Herbs and Everlo~tingi herb form in
Springfield and the Civil y,tor battlefi~ld in
Perryville, 'rhe trip will be B o.m.•~,, p.m.
Soturd~ ~nd will cost $2_0 fo~ trorfsportotlon lunch and admission at all 1ite~·. Coll
(502) 745-~592,
.
: ,.

. Monday: Ivan Wilson Ceoter<)?r F~ne
Arts, Western Kentucky~ ~urnv~~s1t~:
"251h Annual WKU Art Cornpe11t1on,
through May 10. L , J ·
3 (-i:, ::

1 -/

The Bowling Green Horse Show
Association wHl sponsor Its annual
spring cl1arity horse show
Saturday.
Proceeds will benefit Special
Olympics and the Western
Kentucky University Agriculture
Development Fund. General
admission tickets are S3.
The show begins at 6 p.m. al
Western's Agriculture Exposition
• Center. ,
..
About 200 horses are expected to
be entered in the show, according
lo Show Chairman James C.
Brown. The show will feature·
classes for racking, saddle bred and .
walking horses, he said.
Ebony Collector, a world-class
Tennessee walking horse, will be on
display during the show and. will
· carry flags during each event,
Brown. said. Ebony Collector is
owned by Massey Stables of
Clarksville, Tenn.
Last year, the Bowling Green
Horse Show Association donated
: $1,000 each to Special Olympics and
: the WKU agriculture fund, he said.
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Author to lecture
at Van Meter
Dr. Hobt•rl llowmun, president ol
lhc lnslllutl' !or Sp nee and Security
Studi<.~s und the e1uthor of 11 Star
Wars: Dt'fensl• or Death Stnr?, 11
will be the next speaker In Western
Kentucky University's Lecture
Series al 7:30 p.m. Tuesday.
Bowmun, who will speak In Van
Meler Aurlllorlum, will oulllnc
"Star Wars ancl National Security"
at the free ll'cturc.
Bowmnn ended n 22-ycnr career
In the U.S. Air ~'orcc as dlrcclor of
advanced space programs
development for what Is now the
Air Force Space Dlvlsion:He
previously scrvc•d ns the deputy
director of bnlllsllc systems, head
of aeronaullcal engineering and
then assist an! dean at the All;1,; _: •
. l'..'nt-t>t> Tncfll11tc... or Techno~ogy;'\\<

Pre-business
workshop''offered
The Small Business Development
Center nt Wt.!stcrn Kentucky
University will offer a pre-business
orientntlon workshop G:30 p.m.
Wednesday nt the Bowling
Green•WniTl!ll Coun'ty Chamber of
Commerce office, 812 State St.
The orlentntlon session will
acqunlnt individuals interested In
starting a business, or \\'ho have
· b'ee11 hl busll\css f<ita year or less,
with the basic requirements to be
cpusidercd when starling and
managing a llC'W business.
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SUNDAY
1 P.M. HOME .. GARDEN SHOW
will be held in the Agriculture

Exposition Center. For more information contact Mark Shaap,
781-9140.

• • •

MONDAY
4 P.M. 'SOCIAL ASPECTS OF
AGING,'· will be discussed by Dr.
Robert Atchley, director of the
Scripps Foundation Gerontology

Center, during a seminar directed
toward associate faculty . participants of the gerontology training
program at Western. The seminar

-f-i J

f-(,

present a concert in Van Meter

Is in the. College of Education
auditorium.

Auditorium. Admission is free and
the public is invited to attend.

• • •
TUESDAY
7:30 P.M. DR. ROBERT
BOWMAN, president of the In-

• • •

WEDNESDAY
MR. WM. JEROME CROUCH,

editor of the University Press of
stitute for Space and Security Kentucky, will be on campus to
Studies and author of Star Wars: discuss book manuscripts with
Defense or Death Siar? will be the interested faculty in the memorial
feat?red speaker m Van _Mete_r room of Garrett Conference Center.
Aud1tormm as part of the Umver,s,. _ Appointments with Mr. Crouch can.
ty Lecture Series.
·
be made by calling Vice President
• • •
John Minton's office at 745-2434.
•••
8 P.M. WKU'S CHORAL UNION
AND UNIVERSITY CHOm "'.ill
4 P.M. LOUISE MURPHY, a
. Bowling Green native currently
. living in California, will give a

- ··reading presentation in the memorial room of Garrett Conference

•

FRIDAY
8:30 A.M. WKU HISTORY
CONTEST wi!l be held in the
Downing University Center
Theatre. For more information call
Dr. Francis Thompson at i45·5i35.

• • •

7 P.M. KY. BEEF HERD
HEALTH CLINIC will be held in
the Agriculture Exposition Center.
For more information call Joe
Goggins at 843-3542.

• • •

8 P.M. WKU'S JAZZ ENSEMBLE v.·ill present a concert in Van
Meter Auditorium. For more information contact the department
of music at 745-3751.

• • •

SATURDAY
8 A.M. 'COVERED BRIDGES OF
KENTUCKY.' A museum history

trip with visits to ML Zion covered
bridge in Washington County; herbs
Center. Ms. Murphy is the author · . and everlasting herb farm: Perof the novel, "The Sea Within..,
ryville Battlefield: and Elmwood
and the daughter of U.S. Rep. , Inn, Perryville. Participants must
William Natcher, D-Ky. For more
pre-register. For more information
information contact Mary Ellen
call the Kentucky Museum at
Miller at 745-5721.
745'2592.

• • •

• ••

· 6:30 P.M, PREBUSINESS ORI·
ENTATION, sponsored by the

'

9 A.M, REGION IV FHA SPR•
ING REGIONAL MEETING will be
Small Business Development
held in the Downing University
Center and Chamber of Commerce, · Center. For more information
SCORE Chapter and Small Busi-·. contact Regina Jones, 586-7990.
ness Administration, will be held at .
• • •
the Chamber of· Commerce, 812
11 A.M. WKU WOMEN'S SPRState St. For more information call
ING BRUNCH AND FASHION
781-3200.
SHOW will be held at the Holidome.
• • •
Tickets are $8. For more information contact Connie Largen at
s A.M. ;,.WR}l¢IiICIAL IN• ' 745-2123.
SEMINAT!ON WORKSHOP will be
• • •
held through Friday at the •
6 P.M. BOWLING GREEN
Agriculture Exposition Center, For HORSE SHOW will be held in the
more information contact Dr. Agriculture Exposition Center. For
Pennington at 745-5959.
more information contact James
Brown at 782-3532.
• • •

• • •

5 P.M, A NURSING PROGRAM

on surveillance control will feature
Freda Embry as the guest speaker.
The program will be held in the
Downing University Center, room
125. For more information contact
Mona Moughton at 745-6350.

2 P.M. UNIVERSITY AWARDS
PRESENTATION will be held in
Garrett Conference Center
Ballroom. For more information
contact Dorothy Spear at 745-5471.

• • •

• • •

8 P.M. CAVEMAN
BARBERSHOP CHORUS will pres•

will present a concert in Van Meter
Auditorium. The band, under the
direction of Kent Campbell, will
feature Elizabeth Volkman,

soprano, and James Heldman,
narrator. Admission is free. For

ent its 14th annual show, "We"d
Like to Teach the World to Sing.""
at the Capitol Arts Center. Advance
tickets are $6 and $7 at the door.
Children under six ,-...·ill be admitted
free. For more information call

more

-::O·!

8 P.M, WKU'S CONCERT BAND

inf(irmation

C'Dntact
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WKU group honored
Western Kentucky University's Kelly Thompson
Chapter o! lhe Public Relations Student Society o!
America received the 1986 East Central District
Chapter Service Award al an annual district
.
conference In Louisville.
The award recognizes outstanding service lo lhe
university and the WKU service area,
WKU sophomore Gene Crume was named the
dislricl's director for the 1986-87 school year al lhe
conference, which the Western chapter hosted.
Crume Is the first person from Western lo serve on
PRSSA's national committee since 1982.
The district includes 14 universities In Kentucky,
Indiana and Michigan. j'), /ti
'i ·· I 1·i · \·(,

(Staf!Photo by Mark Workman)
KENNETH KIDD, manager of Western· Kentucky
University's farm, spreads fertilizer and kicks up
dust while preparing a field off Elrod Road for corn
planting. Through March, the College Heights
weather station had recorded 9.96 Inches of rain this
year, 4.34 Inches below normal. Only .. 29 of an Inch

has fallen this month, which receives 4.32 Inches of
rain on the average, Kelcy Driskill, Warren
County's extension agent for agriculture, said the
shortage of rainfall Is a serious problem but Is not
yet a crisis,

I). IV.
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l(U students express
1
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By MIKE RAY
Dally N,ews Special Writer
Five students from Western
Kentucky University are In
Washington, D.C., today to talk
with Kentucky congressmen about
their concerns over the nuclear
arms race.
The live students, all members of
Western's chapter or the United
Campuses to Prevent Nuclear War
(UCAM), are In Washlhgton as part
of a national student lobbying effort
to make congressmen aware that
arms control is an important issue
that should be given top priority,
according to UCAM President Kim
Swift.

r.•
"We want lo lobby effectively
and give the congressmen an Idea
lhal lhls (nuclear buildup) ls a
major Issue to us - we are scared
of It," said Miss Swill, a junior.
"It allects our future and the
future or our children."
Billed as the "National Lobby
Day to End the Arms Race," the
Western students will join about
1,000 students from other UCAM
chapters throughout the country
who. are also lobbying the congressmen from their respective
states.
Swift said her oroup will meet
with Rep. William H. Natcher,
D-Ky.; Sen. Mitch McConnell,

R-Ky.; and lhe defense aide for
Sen. Wendell Ford, D•Ky., who was
unable to meet with lhe students.
Since they have only 30 minutes
with each congressman, ·the stu•
dents plan to concentrate on such
key Issues as the Strategic Defense
Initiative (Star Wars), the comprehenslve nuclear test-ban treaty1
and weapons systems such as the
Trident II missiles, said UCAM ·
member Bruce Cambron.
"We want to get them to support
the test-ban treaty - It's
not too
11
late," _said Cambron. We want
them to vote against Star Wars,
Trident II and expanding the
military.
"N atche.r recently voted for the
- - -----..... test-ban treaty/' he continued.
"But last year, McConnell and
Ford voted more against Issues we

concerns. over arms race
favor."
"Kentucky senators are kind of a
swing vote on nuclear arms/' said
Miss Swift. "They aren't known as
liberal, but they do not follow a
straight party line either. McConnell Is not a hard-line Republican;
he has voted against some defense

'programs.''
Two of the students, Including
Miss Swift, attended last year's
, UCAM lobby day. Although she felt
that group did make an Impact on
lhe congressmen they talked to,
Miss Swift said this group will be
stronger and less Intimidated by
lhe Washington atmosphere.
11
We haven't done a lot · of
preparing for this, but the national
UCAM chapter has sent us the .
votes of our con~ressmen," said

l

Miss Swift. "We will also be
briefed Thursday morning on how
to talk with congressmen ..
"Last year we felt we really did
have an Impact with Natcher,» she
said, "His record has improved."
Miss Swift said the students are
knowledgeable about arms control
and a smaller group may help
them share Information with the
congressmen.
. uwuh a smaller crowd, ·they are
not as Intimidated and we can give
everyone .a chance to speak," she
said. "We can also cover our
major Issues, like Star Wars. We

want lo tell lhe congressmen that
the Soviets see SDI as an offensive

. weapon.
"We found that with Natcher last
year we only had a chance to talk
on one issue/' she said. "We
thanked him for his good votes, but
when It came time for me to bring
up the comprehensive test ban
treaty, he started showing us
pictures In his olllce.
"We may have to Interrupt them
this year If they get oil the track,"
she said. "We'll have to tell them
we've traveled 600 miles for a
reason."

Coming Attractio11s :::
fl·A·
MUSIC
K Darby and Sons Music is
sponsoring a concert at 7:30 p.m,
today at the Holiday Inn Holidome
to benefit the Muscular Dystrophy
Association. The concert features
Bill Ryder of Philadelphia, Tickets
are $2,50,

mission Is free.,

L/·/;··f(,

The April textile of the month at
the Kentucky Museum is a boy's
Alpha XI Delta Sorority will machine-sewn while pique coat,
sponsor a Skate-a-thon 7 p.m.-10 circa 1878-1885. The museum is on
p.m, Monday-Tuesday at the WKU campus and Is open 9:30
Greenwood Skating Center to a,m.-4 p.m. Tuesday-Saturday and
benefit the American Lung I p.m.-4:30p.m. Sundays.
Association.
"Covered Bridges of Kentucky,"
The Caveman Barbershop Chorus
Western Kentucky University an exhibit of watercolors by
will present Its 14th annual show, Women's Spring Brunch and Fash- Charley Robertson, Is on display
"We'd Like to Teach the World to ion Show will ~e conducted at 11 through May I at the Kentucky
Sing," at 8 p.m. Saturday at the a.m. Saturday at the Holiday Inn . Museum.
Capitol ·Arts Center, Tickets are Holidome, Tickets are $8,
$6·$7,
The Kentucky Museum has on
The public library's "Tots and display through April 27 "A
Western Kentucky University's Moms Activity Time" will meet at Delicate Wilderness: The photodepartment of music will present 10:30 a,m,
Wednesday In the graphy of Elliott Barnes, 1905the following performances: Al 8 children's department.
1914." The photographs by Barnes,
p,m, today, the WKU Concert Band
FILMS, FILMSTRIPS
a rancher and wJlderness guide,
In Van Meter Auditiorium; at 8
AND STORIES
provide a nostalgic glimpse of the
. p.m, Friday,· the WKU Jazz
·ii':
The public library will show iaslfrontier. ,
Ensemble in Van Meter; At 3 p,m, children's films at 1:15 p,m,
\i"
'
Sunday, percussionist Bruce Smith Saturday and 3:45 p,m. Tuesday In
A series ol1Lunchtime Le?rning
in the Ivan Wilson Fine Arts Center the library program room.
programs on 19th century British
recital hall; at 8 p.m. Monday, the
travelers' reactions to America will
WKU Faculty Brass Quintet i!T "the · Tfle public library's preschool •be conducted at the Kentucky
recital hall. Admission is $3; at 8 story lime will meet at 9:30 a.m.
Library and Museum every Tuesp.m. Tuesday, the WKU Percussion Wednesday and Thursday in the
day this month. "Faces of
Ensemble in the recital hall.
program room.
America: Observations by 19th
Century British Travelers," will be
Sylvia Kersenbaum, a Western
EXHIBITS
conducted at 11 :45 a:m. April 22
music teacher, will perform with · Winners of Citizens National
and 29. The programs are free.
the Paducah Symphony Orchestra Bank's regional open art show
as Its guest piano soloist April, , "Fine Arts '86" will be on display
26-27. The orchestra will perform through April at the Capitol Arts
works by Mozart, Offenbach, Center,
Pachelbel and Grieg at 8:15 p.m.
that Saturday in Paducah's SymThe public library through April
phony Hall and' at·. 3' p.m:'ithat will have · on: view a 20-plece
Sunday In Murray's Lovett photography exhibit. by Jimmy
Auditorium.
·
Motsinger, a Logan, County native
PRODUCTIONS
and resident of Lewisburg. The
The Warren Central Speech and exhibit may be viewed during
Drama Club will perform its spring regular library hours.
production of "The Wizard of Oz"
at 7:30 .p.m. April 25-26 at the
The Ervin G. Houchens Gallery
Capitol Arts Center. Tickets are at the Capitol Arts Center is open 9
$3-$4.
. a.m.-4:30 p.m. Monday-Friday.
SPECIAL EVENTS
The Ethnic Folk Festiva_l will be
The Spring Plant Festival' and
Saturday-Sunday at Fountaln----Herb Sale will be conducted JO
Square Park. Activities begin at JO a.m.-4 p.m. Saturday at the Eloise
a.m. Saturday. Ethnic foods, crafts, B. Houchens Center for Women,
music and art will be featured. A 1115 Adams St. Consultants on
· special gospel program will be herbs and Everlastings, dried
conducted 2 p.m.-5 p.m. Sunday, flower methods aqd uses, Kentucky
featuring the Colemanaires, The wildflowers, greenhouse gardening
Gospel Angels, New Bethel Baptist and roses will be present. AdChurch Choir, The Mighty Wonders, mission Is free. Regular center
The Spiritual Echoes and the State · hours are 10 a.m.-2 p.m, Monday,
Street Baptist Church Choir, Ad- Wednesday and Friday,

,
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Charity horse show se,t
The Bowling Green Horse Show Association will
sponsor Its annual spring charity horse show
Saturday,
Proceeds will benefit Special Olympics and the
Western Kentucky University Agriculture
Development Fund, General admission tickets are
$3.
The show begins at 6 p.m. at Western's,.,.,"/7
Agriculture Exposition Center. About 200 horses are
expected to be entered in the show, according to
Show Chairman James C, Brown.
Last year, the Bowling Green Horse Show
Association donated $1,000 each to Special Olympics
and the WKU agriculture fund, he said.

.

·
Bowling Green, Ky. - Capllol Arts Center, Ervin G. Houchens Gallery, 416 E.
Main. 9 a.m.-4:30 p.m. Monday-Friday,

Regional artists;· poslers by Franklin J,
Rosa.
Kenlucky Museum, Western Kentucky
University. 9:30 a.m.-4 p.m. TuesdaySalurday, 1-4:30 p.m. Sunday. Water-

co!ors by Charley Robertson; photos by
Elho!Barnes. C, J
-/ ·/\-·ft,
Ivan Wflson Center for Fine Arts, Western
Kenlucky University. 10-2 Monday-Fri·
day: 25th Annual WKU Art Competition.
,,.. __ , __

•

H
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Two juveniles arrested
Two juven!!es were arrested by Western Kentucky
University police Thursday on charges stemming
from the break-In of a car Apr!! 8 In the Poland H_all
parking lot.
.. ·
'·
d Ith th It
Two boys, ages 16 and 17, were charge W
e .
by unlawful taking over $100, knowingly receiving ,
stolen property under $100 and criminal mischief.
WKU Pub!!c Safety Dfrector Paul Bunch sal_d they
were charged with theft from a car owned by
Timothy Runions ol 340 Keen Hall.
.
Runions told police a radar detector, a cassette
tape case with 30 tapes and a tape player converter
valued at $485 were stolen from his car.
.

• • • f). 1\t
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Baribeau leads chapter
Outstanding business students from Kentucky
universities and vocational schools were honored at
the state Phi Beta Lambda Leadership Conference
In Louisville.
Lea Ann Hill of Western Kentucky University won
the Miss Future Business Executive award.
. First-place winners from the Lambda Alpha Nu
chapter of Bowling Green Vocational-Technical
School were Diane Baribeau, local chapter annual
business report and business math; Normal Harvey
and Ginger Roberts, outstanding project; and Sandy
Bray and Linda Conner, community service project,
The first-place winners qualified to travel to
Washington, D.C., June 29-July 4 to compete
nationally.
,
·
1
• In all, the chapter placed In 15 events. Priscilla

Francis, a chapter member, was named to Who's
Who In 'Kentucky Phi Beta Lambda and will receive
a Gold Seal award at the national conference.

WKU grad joins Jones
Edward D. Jones & Co. announced that Vickie L.
Mitchell has accepted a limited partnership
·
Invitation making her part owner of the St.
Louis-based investment !!rm,
,
Ms. Mitchell, a Louisville native received her
bachelor's and master's degrees f~om Western
Kentucky University. She joined Jones & Co. In 1983,.
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Western student i11jured
•
Ill mo.torcycle accident
0

/I'
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A Western Kentucky University
student was listed In satisfactory
condition Saturday at the Medical
Center after the motorcycle he was
riding collided with a truck at 2:15
p.m. Friday at the US,31-W
By-Pass and Cabe! Drive Intersection.
City police said John T. Craddock, 22, of Evansville, lnd., was
thrown from his motorcycle after It
collided with a truck driven by Lee
R. Beach, 74, of Barren River
•Road. Beach was not injured.

.

.WKU involved
in video confab
Western Kentucky University
. students and faculty will take part ~
in a live International video
•

·conference on world issues and
media responsibility noon-3 p.m.
Saturday in Room 117 of the
Academic Complex at Western.
Sponsored by the "Christian

•• •

Science Monitor, '\th~e-conferenCe
will allow Wester'n shiilents to
participate with other schools from
the United States, Canada,.England
and Egypt in posing questions to
journalists in three countries.
London panelists will discuss
small wars and terrorism; Vienna
panelists will explore relationships.
between the superpowers; ·a1;1d in
Kyoto, journalists will discuss
understanding foreign cultures and
'sharing technology. Editors of the
11
Mon1tor" will moderate the

conferel)ce from Boston,

Ha'ndicapped
fair scheduled
Representatives from more than
40 agencies offering services to
handicapped children will be at the
Handicapped Children's Resources·
Fair I p.m,-7 p.m. Tuesday at the

•
I

.•

-•:••.-'->

' ,

--- •

D,ownlng U'riversity Ce~ter. ··
The fai_r is sponsored by the
Diagnostic Center at Western
· _Kentucky University.
•

.
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at Western
SUNDAY
2 P.M. UNIVERSITY AWARDS
PRESENTATION will be held In

ENSEMBLE wll! present a concert·
In the Wilson recital hall.
WEDNESDAY
8 A.M. TIME MANAGEMENT
program will be held In the
Downing University Center, room
125. Dr. Mary Hazzard will be the
speaker. Contact Mona Moughton
·at 745-6350.
THURSDAY
ENSEMBLE BANDS will meet in
Garrett Conference Center
Ballroom and Van Meter
Audit_orium through Saturday, April
26. Contact Tom Watson at 745-5922.

the. Garrett Conference Center
Ballroom. Contact Dorothy Spears
at 745-5471.

• ••

3 P.M. A GRADUATE RECITAL,
featuring Bruce Smith,
percussionist, will be held In the
recital hall of the Ivan Wilson
Center for Fine Arts. Contacl the
music department at 745-3751.

MONDAY
3 P.M. FACULTY SENATE
FRIDAY
RECEPTION, featuring Bowling
Green legislators Jody · Richards,
CHAMBER OF· COMMERCE
Billy Ray Smith and Frank MIiier, COFFEE HOUR, featuring Darell
will be held In the Faculty House · Armstrong from TV A, will be held
untll4:30p.m.
In Downing University Center.
Contad the· Chamber of Commerce
4 P.M. 'CLINICAL at 781-3200.
PSYCHOLOGY & AGING: STRESS
8 A.M. FFA FIELD DAY will be
& DEPRESSION IN LATER
YEARS' will be the topic discussed held In the Agriculture E;xpositlon
by Dr. Boaz Kahan of Cleveland Center. Contact Dr. Dreishbach at
State University. The lecture is 745-5963.
designed for core and associate
faculty participants of the Geron8:30 A.M. 'SEXUAL HEALTH: A
to!o gy Training Program at NURSING CONCERN, PART II,'
Western .. Located in the College of will be the topic discussed by Kay
Education Auditorium.
Carr. In the Downing University .
Center, room 125 .. Contact Mona
8:30 A.M. DRIVER IMPROVE- Moughton at 745-6350.
MENT INSTRUCTORS
6:30 P.M. SIGMA XI ANNUAL
CERTIFICATION WORKSHOP,
hosted by the Department of Health AWARDS BANQUET will be held
and Safety. Garrett Conference In the Downing University Center
Center, room 206. Runs through auxiliary dining room. Contact Dr.
Friday, April 25. Contact George Edmund Hegen at 745-5988.
Niva at 745-3325.
•
•••
7:30 P.M. 'WIZARD OF OZ'
8 P.M. FACULTY BRASS presented by Warren Central High
QUINTET. Recital Hall in the Ivan School students, and directed by
Wilson Center.
Martha Layne and chore.ographed
by Ginny Miller and Kathy
8:30 P.M. HEADSTART PARENT Wise-Leonard, will be featured at·
MEETING. Dr. Peggy Keck will the Capitol Arts Center today and
speak on budgeting. College of Saturdy.
, SATURDAY
Education Building, room 407.
Contact Debbie Weddle at 745-4041.
8 A.M. AREA 5 SPECIAL
OLYMPICS will be held In Diddle
TUESDAY
8:30 A.M. LEADERSHIP DEV- ·Arena gym all"xiliary gym, rooms
ELOPMENT, for school evaluation 144, 146, L.T. Smith Stadium, tennis
will be held in the Downing courts, football practice field,
University Center, room 340. Con- Contact Jo Verner at 745-6063.
tact Teresa Tarter at 745-2451.
9 A.M. 3RD DISTRICT EDUCA·
11:45 A.M. WOMEN'S ALLI- TION ASSOCIATION
ANCE OF WKU w!!! meet In the MATHEMATICS CONTEST will be
executive dining room of Downing held In Thompson Complex Central
University Center. The program Wing. Approximately t500 area
will consist of a panel discussion on high school students will participate
In seven different events. The
the topic of mentoring In the 1980s.
contest is administered by WKU
Contact Faye Robinson at 745-4953.
•
math department. Contact Pat
1 · P.M. COMMUNITY RE• Hooper at 745-1229.
SOURCES FAIR wll! be held In
NOON. 'HOW TO TALK TO
Downing University Center. Contact
CHILDREN ABOUT SEX,' will be
Ruth Meredith at 745-2322.
the topics discussed at the
• •
2 P .M. BODY RECALL, a Hcadstart meeting for parents. The
national lifetime fitness program, meeting will be held In the College
wll! be held In the College of of Education Building, room 407.
Education, Auditorium. Dorothy Contact Debbie Weddle at 745-4041.
Chrisman o[ Berea will conduct the
WKU STUDENT FAIR w!!! be
program sponsored by the geronheld In Diddle Arena. Contact Dr.
tology training program.
•
Ed Hanes at 745·6321.
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LOUISE NATCHER. MURPHY Is greeted liy Dr.
Kem Alexander after her lecture · at Western
-Kentucky University Wednesday, proving the truth
oi what President Alexander recently told th_e Dally

(Stall Photo by Katrina Larsen)
News sports department:' other things · have been
happening at the university besides the search for a
basketball coach. Mary Ellen Mlller looks on .

. . . . ·.

.
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Native: novelist comes nome
/to. speak at the University
~,~~;~i~

B~
t~R~~N · • ·. • · peopl~ who had crossed the land.
Dally News Women's Editor
where her heroine had pitched her
/,; _Louise
Natcher Murphy received · tent.
.
her high school diploma Wednesday
"I had to come back to Kentucky
1
1at Western Kentucky University, to buy books. And In one of these
where. she had. come to speak. on books I found an advertisement /or
thecraftofficllon.
· ,
the return of a 14 year old girl
1
Somehow she had managed to which just stunned me. I used that
/ complete four years of high school advertisement in the section called
without ever signing up for physical 'Marla'."
; ! education, and the stale of Ken- When her publisher told her to
, 1 lucky withheld Its blessing on her. cut this section lrom,her 450 page
' • academic .future.· This didn't stop manuscript, she thought about It,
her from completing -a master's then decided to rewrite It.
'
, 1, degree In creative writing at the
''She was right; lt didn't work. It
; 11 University: o_l Kentucky, ·. where was full of righteous Indignation; It
presu·m· a.bly..she was not.judged her was preachy. Finally .I sat down
~,;i . on athletic prowess.;
and wrote It out agafo. Then my
1He.r .. \ates! book, "The Sea subconscious ·took over: what about
Within", has'been well reviewed by the mother? The mother to whom
the New .York ·Times Book Review, this child had !led three times,
rand is four-llflhs of .its way to being whoc could .do nothing for her, .how
, sold out in the first printing.
·
must she have felt? Then, I got It
/ Listening to a native novelist Is right and it worked."
.always exciting. because our comWhen a novelist says something
munity must be the source of some works 1 she• means that it advances
of her material, no matter where the plot and •the meaning- of _her
her stories are laid.
•· story. •
.
"The Job of a novelist is to look . · Asked about the physical dis•
; al the story, decide what lt is, and cipline of her writing, Mrs. Murphy
1· find a way Into it. There are front laughed.
1
doors, side doors, back doors into a
"No; I don't haVe a set time to
story; the novelist decides which to write .. When I was young - not
use. Take the story of Watergate, . that I'm not very young now, mind
for example; .It's not a ·story ·I you - I thought I. needed
would choose, but. If I were to do It, discipline, so I set aside a time and
I believe I'd have the women. tell 1. wrote, And I wrote garbage;- I
It: Pat Nlicon, Tricia Nixon; Martha wrote. stuff· that read like "True
Mitchell perhaps. Who knows what Confessions". I threw It all out..1 ·
she might hav~ seeh? That would don't think there's any secret.
be my approach."
·
··
·
When I'm not writing; I cook_
But there is J\o one right wonderful meals, _and my garden
, approach, only a right approach for . has no weeds in it. As, soon as I
\ the particular author, the one that start another novel, I drop everyworks for him.
thing, and everyone eats at
Much of her material for "The .MacDonald's for six m·onths."
Sea Within"• Is Kentuckian; she
The real dil!iculty in writing a
wanted· to describe .the lives of the novel, according to Mrs. Murphy,

!:
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comes abo~t when. the novelist runs
Into the problem of getting from
(he beginning lo the end ..
"Two pictures ·come to me, -the
beginning and the ending. The
Interior of the novel Is a swamp•
land. It's wonderful, like a
rollercoaster, like coming home at
the end. But after 50;60 pages, the
log rolls In and I hit a stone wall.
And there's nothing to do but write
my way through It." .
Mrs. Murphy spoke about coming.
lo maturity as a writer.
.
· "When you've paid your dues,
and don't care any more what
people think of your writing, when
you're doing It for Its -own sake,
you find your ·voice, your subjects
and style of getting Into them. As a
young writer, .1 held .back from
being emotional; I .thought It was
the kiss of. death, I emulated
Ernest Hemmingway.''.
That didn't work .. ·
11
Now I.write rococo sentences; I
write circular prose. I just do ll the
way I want to do it. And .in New
York, they love the colloquial
voice."
·
She has also written one mystery
novel.
· "I had heard that the way
Georges Simenon did it was lo lock
himself into his apartment· and
write for two weeks. But he had a
devoted wife to slip food under the
door. Be.lieve me, you need a
devoted wife lo.do this. I wrote 200
pages In 18 days, with time off IJl
the middle because I suddenly
realized it was Christmas. It tutns
you into sor~ of a pudding. I
remember lying around the house
In my old bath,r9be watching
"Three's Company", and sort o{
liking It, but not really being able
lo follow it because It moved so
quickly," she laughed.
.
Mrs. Murphy lives In Berkeley,
Calif., with her two children, where
she Is · seldom Introduced as the
daughter of Congressman Natcher.

Dr. Cherry favored a well-plan_ned
pos~,um hunt as an entertainment
JJ . --\,

.,_I - ).._ L

-
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of mlne. He was football, basketball, baseball coach. In" addition he
was a great all around teacher.
He continually encouraged me to
keep up my writing and art work.
He had me to do quite a bit of the
writing and art work of the 1917
Ogden year book. Later he moved
to Louisiana, taught English and
jumping _ into the river momen- wrote a best selling novel, "Cane
tarily.
Juice".
But Dr. Cherry switched to
• • •
On these· opossum hunts we
soCiety opossum hunts in the big
woods of the 500 acre Johnson farm always caught an opossum. The
below Thomas Landing. We boys way we ..iccomplished this, we had
were supposed to make the hunt a big cage with 7 opossums in it. A
successful by furnishing the dogs couple of boys would go ahead with
2 opossums in a sack and put one
and seeing they treed an opossum.
Again Dr. Cherry invited the of them up a tree ahead for the
influential. His male secretary and dogs to tree.· We would shine the
aide, Guy Burns, went along so that opossums eyes with a bullseye
if Dr. Cherry wanted to go home lanter. Then a boy would climb the
before the hunt was over, Guy tree and shake the opossum out.
could take charge. Josephine When it hit the gound a boy would
furnished the marshmallows to grab it and shield it from the dogs.·
roast over a fire we would built The opossum would usually play
before the hunt was over, and all dead.
If Dr. Cherry knew what .was
gathered around. We boys would
usually bring apples or pears. Bill going on he never said anything
Hill, a good tenor singer when he about it. But Josephine one day
was along, would. lead us or ·said, "Next Friday night I want to
entertain us with singing which did go on a real opossum hunt. No
not scare the opossums out of the going ahead and putting opossums
up a t_ree."
woods.
So we agreed. She invited 3 or 4On these hunts one prominent
couple, John Earle Uhler professor of her friends, including Mildred
at Ogden College, and Miss Corinne Potter, Guy Burns went along as a
Barr, courted so successfully that chaperon. Still when we got ready
they got married after a few hunts. to start, Josephine checked us all to
Professor Uhler became- a favorite .see that no boy was missing, She

By HERMAN LOWE
At Thomas Landing when "the
frost was on the pumpkin and the
fodder in the shock," swimming
parties ended at Cherry's bungalow
except maybe some of us hardy
bathers, including Josephine
Cherry, on mild fall and winter
days, we backed one another out by

-

(Collection of Herman Lowe)
THE OPOSSUM Is a marsupial native to the North American
continent. Its name comes from the Algonquian words for white beast.
It Is an omnlvorlous tree-dweller with a rat-like, prehensile tall, and
the female carries her young In a pouch. Opossums are nocturnal and
pretend to be dead when assaulted. The meat Is an excellent
substitute for beef In vegetable soup.
also checked to see that none of us ·Josephine was happy and felt she
had an opossum in a sack.
had been on a real opossum hunt.
We had to walk miles and it was It was broad daylight when we got
4 o'clock in the morning before the hOme.
dogs barked and we all went
running. We finally caught a really · End of an opossum "tail" or
wUd and uncaught opossum. tale.
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Developer of the Body Recall
program will speak at Western
v-0 -

t
?b
By KATRINA LARSEN
Daily News Women's Editor
Eighty percent of all heart
attacks occur in bed.
That alone should convince us
that exercisa does not cause them.
But older people, people who have
been injured or become obese are
often reluctant to exercise because
they fear it \\"ill precipitate a heart
attack.
i.some think exercise for older
persons is undignified or inappropriate. Still more of the profile of
exercise is bound up in having to
wear special clothing or get down
on the floor. I don't think I can
exhaust the reasons why people do
not exercise," said Dorothy
Chrisman, developer of Body Recall at Berea College.
Body Recall is a system of
movement designed -for the people
who need it most - and get it
· least. No striped leotards are
required, and the no-pain, no-gain
theory is not taken seriously.
•·You are never asked to push
yourself to the point of pain," said
Belinda Jefferson, trained Body
Recall instructor here in Bowling
Green. ··This system of movement
is designed to promote c;irculation
• and flexibility. It's for all . ages,
anyone who isn't ready for aerobics
or running, even people in
-wheelcf!airs can benefit."
"
This is an idea whose time has
come_ States are studying ways to
lessen· their medicare expenses by
promoring wellness instead of
trying to fix the radically impaired.
Last October the ~lichigan Office of
Ser..'1<:es to the Aging and the
Michigan Department of Public
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DOROTHY CHRISMAN will be In Bowling Green
Monday to demonstrate Body Recall, a physical
maintenance program she originated for people who
have lost muscle tone ·or flexibility or those
Squeeze gently between the
s_houlder blades; lift the diaphragm. Hold head erect, chin in
and parallel to the floor. Neck is
stretched upward, reaching to the
ceiling with the top of the head."
Participants stand this way for.
15, 30 seconds, then for a minute;
they are encouraged to analyze how
this allignment feels. Working on
posture this way is considered
exercise.
~lost older persons and sedentary
~. urktr~ ~il incurrectly.

recuperating from accidental Injuries. The program
Is sponsored by the Gerontology Training Program
at Western Kentucky University.

developed Body Recall in 1979. The
program has since spread across
the country.
There are four trained Body
Recall instructors in Bowling
Green: Mrs. Jefferson, Jan Burke,
Betty Jane Nash, and Mary
Frances Willock. Classes are offered at the Presbyterian Church,
Western Kentucky University, and
Eastwood Baptist Church. Eightyfive students are currently enrolled.
Tuesday, April 22 at 2 p.m. ~rs.
Chri::rnan '}:ill speak ~nd holr:i a

ANNI

required, and the no-pain, no-gain
theory is not taken seriously.
··You are never asked to push
yourself to the point of pain," said
Belinda Jefferson, trained Body
Recall instructor here in Bowling
Green. --This system of movement
is designed to promote circulation
and flexibility. It's for all. ages,
anyone who isn't ready for aerobics
or running, even people in
wheelc~airs can benefit."
'"
This is an idea whose time has
come. States are studying ways to
lessen· their medicare expenses by
promoting wellness instead of
trying to fix the radically impaired.
Last October the Michigan Office of
Services to the Aging and the
Michigan· Department of Public
• Health sponsored a Body Recall
program at Livonia College as part
of a statewide initiative to promote
the health of older citizens.
'"Body Recall is a refresher
course in how to perform correctly
the skills we are already familiar
with," wrote Chrisman in her book
on the subject. "lt is a review of
. movement we once used when we
felt more vigorous and had the
vitality of youth, "she continued.
Mechanics of everyday movements are reviewed and practiced,
and explored for their contribution
to physical maintenance. Standing,
for instance, is reviewed as follows.
··Separate the feet slightly. Turn
toes slightly outward. Body weight
should be midway between the heel
and ball of the foot. Knees should
be straight but not rigid. Rotate the
pelvis so the buttocks are slightly
scooped under the hips. Flatten the
_, abdorne as the pelvis is tilted.
Chest is held high; shoulder are
comfortably 9"rawn backward.
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DOROTHY CHRISMAN wlJl be In Bowling Green
Monday to demonstrate Body Recall, a physical
maintenance program she originated for people who
have lost muscle tone or flexibility or those

Squeeze gently between the
s_houlder blades; lilt the diaphragm. Hold head erect, chin in
and parallel to the floor. Neck is
stretched upward, reaching to the
ceiling with the top of the head."
Participants stand this way for
15, 30 seconds, then for a minute;
they are encouraged to. analyze how
this allignment feels. Working on
posture this wiiy is ·considered
exercise.
Most older persons and sedentary
workers sit incorrectly.
''The two greatest faults,"
writes Mrs. Chrisman, '"' are
rounding the back and failing to put
the hips back into the seat.
Rounding the back puts pressureon the spine and may eventually
contribute to dowager's hump, an
osfeoporotic condition brought on
by stress and calcium deficiency .
Mrs. Chrisman travels with a
team . of participants in their 70s
who demonstrate the exercises.
"These are not superpeople; they
are not ex·cept_ional in any way,"
said Mrs. Jefferson. "All the
exer'cises- ai'e done to music;'
women particularly enjoy the social
aspect of the classes. You have to
be willing" to attend three hour long
classes a week for ten weeks, and
students. get to know each other.
You don't see_ any benefit it you
give it less time than that"
Mrs. Chrisman .has been a
member of Berea College's physical education staff since 1950. She
11

recuperating from accidental Injuries. The program
is sponsored by the Gerontology Training Program
at Western Kentucky University.

developed Body Recall in 1979. The ',__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
program has since spread across
the country.
There are lour trained Body
Recall instructors in Bowling
Green: Mrs. Jefferson, Jan Burke,
Betty Jane Nash, and Mary
Frances Willock. Classes are offered at the Presbyterian Church,
Western Kentucky University, and
Eastwood Baptist Church. Eightyfive students are currently enrolled.
Tuesday, April 22 at 2 p.m. Mrs.
Chrisman will speak and hold a
demonstration with her corps in the
auditorium in the. College of
Education at Western Kentucky
University. The program is
sponsored by the Department of
Gerontology.

ANNI
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(Staff Photo by Katrina Larsen\
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PAINTINGS AND WEAVINGS by.Western Kentucky University art.
students are on display In the gallery at the Fine Arts Center 8:30

. a.m. to3:30p.m.MondaythrougbFr!day. ·
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Parking to improve at WKU cen.ter
'-/ - J- 3-y{,

'

By THOMAS ROSS

That's when the university will there Is some neea there (for
receive the $190,000 from bonds sold additional parking).''
. .
by the state for the project.
Hughes said the university plans
The project was pushed through to blacktop an additional area for
the 1986 General Assembly session 150 vehicles and spread solid,
by Bowling Green legislators, Reps.· all-weather gravel over the grassy
Billy Ray Smith and Jody Richards_ .field to accommodate 500-700
andSen.FrankMiller.
vehicles.·
. Once the 20,000-square-feet· build- · "Everyone realizes parking is ,a

going to be very helpful to our
agriculture program, the really big
impact is going to be the economic
impactto Bowling Green."
Design work on the building and
parking lot possibly could begin
before the bonds are sold if the
state approves, said Kemble
Johnson, Western's Physical Plant

today is like trying to find a Stutz expected to draw considerably . Hughes said. "But I think we have
Bearcat - they are few and, far more horse . and cattlemen to an adequate amount of money from

"We're. just beginning to go
through all these construction

between.

DallyNewsStaffWrlter

.

Finding a parking space wlthO"ut
having to fight for it shouldn't be a
problem at Western Kentucky
University's Agriculture Exposition
Center once state funds are
received.
Trying to find a parking space

during a function at the center ing is finished, - the Center· is
.

/

··

concern at the

center,'.'

director.

·:: the state to• now provide. ample

projects," he said,_ "so_ we still

But included in the $190,000 •in , Parking facilities currently at the
state funds the ,university will center· couldn't accommodate the

parking.''
Hughes said the building, which

have a lot ofleg work to do.
,
"An architect will have to be

receive to construct a multipurpose amollnt of traffic expected once_ the

Will

assigned to the project, but we're

building at the center is $30,000 to
improve the parking problems at
theElrodRoadfacility.
"Right now parking at the center
ls so-so," said Luther Hughes, head
. of Western's Agriculture Department.

livestock shows, Hughes said;

high

triple

the . center's

current

building is complete.
livestock holding space, is designed going to check with Frankfort to
There. are about 100 blacktopped specifically for horses, but can also , see if we can proceed with our own
spaces along the road leading into· holdcattleandhogs.
• money, then get reimbursed by the
the center from Elrod Road, and a
"We're hoping to get additioilal state. We iust· don't know right now
parking lot on the lower side of the large regional and national live-. whenwewillgetstarted.''
center that accommodates about • stock shows to the center and much
100 cars, Hughes said. And there's

larger· horse shows," E:ughes said.

"But we have included in that a 4-acre grassy field behind the. · "That includes; of course, state
rota! package a significant amount center that is also used as a shows.
for parking improvements."

he

parking lot during functions.

"As we have indicated in some

continued. "So it's all in one
package, getting the parking
squared away and constructing the
building."
The multipurpose building, which
ls actually a llvestock holding pen
and designed to lure more patrons
and participants to center functlons, will be built sometime ~fter

"I think that's (the parking studies we've (the Ag Department
situation) something we'll have to ,and the Bowling Green-Warren
deal· with In conjunction with the County Tourism Commission)
multipurpose building being built," conducted, we believe that when we
said Dr. Paul Cook, Western's get these new facilities the events
executive vice president. "It is we have there will pretty easily
something that has to be looked at. generate $10 million · a year In
I was out there a week or so ago economic benefits to Bowling
for the grand opening of the Home Green.

July L

· and Garden Show and_ yo~'re. right,

. "In a sense, , even though it's

Department reaccredited
Western Ke~tucky'University's journalism
depart'?~nt has be~n reaccredited by the
Accreditmg Council on Education for Journalism
and Mass Communications, according to Jim
Highland, acting department head. ,
The department's advertising and public relations
sequences ":ere accredited for the first time
Highland said:
'
The.news-editorial and photojournalism sequences

were reaccred1ted, he said.

.

.

th T~e accrediting group noted the professionalism of
e. epartment's faculty and programs and the
achievements of its students and graduates
Highland said.
. D ,.
'
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native receives
•
top science honor
.

]
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ByMIKERAY
Dally News Special Writer

While growing up in Bowling
Green during the 1940s, Harry Gray
took a job delivering newspapers
when be was 10 years old.
He attended Bowling Green High
School where his father, H.B. Gray,
was principal. _Potter-Gray Elementary School is partly named for his
· father.
Gray eventually worked his way
up to assistant circulation manager
. at the Dally News by the time he
· was 22. And, he received his
chemistry· degree from Western
Kentucky University in 1957.
When Dr. Harry B. Gray stepped
to the floor of the White House to
receive the National Medal of
Science award from President
Reagan last month, he carried part
of his hometown with him.
"Your- career evolves as you go
along, but I still remember some of
the best times of my life was
carrying papers in Bowling
Green." Gray said.
Gray received the nation's
highest scientific award for bis
research group's work' i.o.
bio.inorganic and inOrganiC
photochemistry at the California
Institute of Technology.
His research concentrated on
finding ways of converting solar
energy into more useful types of
energy and studying the role of
metals · in living sYstems and
long-range electron transfer in
proteins, Gray said. This may lead
to· the forming . of energy-rich
molecules from sunlight, he said.
'"The bioinorganic side is for
studying the role of metals such as
fron and copper in how life works,"
be said. '"The inorganic side is for
work in solar energy conversion.
We call this •artificial photosynthesis,' making fuels from sunlight.
"This work was very urgent in

the 1970s when there was an oli
1
shortage and we were searching for
s
alternative forms of fuel," be
s
continued. "Now, with the price of ·
oil so low, there -ls not as much
concern · with converting solar
energy.
"We're. working on the hard
technological problems· now,
because this will be important· 10
years from now when fuel gets
·scarce again. We've been able to
develop new ways of storing and • DR. HARRY B. Gray (left) receives the National Medal of Science
award from President Reagan in a ceremony at the White House .
using solar energy that will be
Gray, a Bowling Green native, Is a professor ·at the Cal!fornia
useful 5-10-15 . years down the
Institute of Technology.
·
road.''
Gray and bis group at Caltech
have been researching solar energy
·for the past 15 years. Gray said he someday be in the White House mosphere, faculty and top-notch
·chemistry.~epartmen(
was proud to be rewarded for his receiving an award such as this."
Gray said his love for chemistry
Caltech_· aeronautics ·professor
ongoing research, since mOst scientists receive the award for their · began when he was 12 :when his Hans Liepmann also received the
parents bought him a chemistry nation's highest scientific honor
lifetime accomplishments.
"I'm honored to have gotten this set. From there his curiosity took this year. Twelve Caltech faculty ·
and eight alumni have won the .
award right in the middle of '!'Y over.
"Nobody in my family was really medal, but this is the first time two
work," ·he said. '-'That. really
reflects well on my group. .The into chemistry at all, I did· a lot of have been honored in the · same
work we do is very Important and experimenting on my own," be y_ear.
"It's a very exciting atmosphere
has applications to· laser work, · said. "My :interest came out of my
medicine, drugs and new electric natural curiosity. Teachers came here," he said. "Everybody/ seems
a:nd magnetic materials.'-'
· , later. I bad two really -inspirational to be thinking on the same
· . wavelength. Working in such an·
Gray, 50, lives in Pasadena, teachers at W<!stern.
"! was always making things in atmosphere is more conducive. to·
Calif., and bas been a chemistry
professor at Caltech since 1966. His the basement; ·my mother was winning such an award as this."
mother,· Ruby Gray; still lives in scared to death I was golng to l)low · Despite the successes and honors,
Bowling Green. Gray and bis wife, up the. neighborhood, and I nearly including the American Chemistry
did a couple of times," he Society awards for his research in
·Shirley, have three children. ·
. When he received' the award,. continued. "l was always fooling pure and inorganic chemistry, Gray
Gray joined an elite group of only around with explosions and flames. has spurned potentially lucrative
205 scientists who have received the-· I'm still doing that now, except offers from the private sector
honor since its inception in 1962. people are giving me medals for because he enjoys teaching too
much.
Congress has limited the number of it."
After graduating from Western,
"I've always loved teaching; I'm
awards given each year to 20. He
has been the only Kentuckian to Gray went to Northwestern to earn just a natural-born ham. I guess,".
his doc\orate. He began his ·he said. "But I also love the
win the award.
"It was really fun meeting the teaching career at Columbia in.· students. Being with students is a
president, being In the White House 1961, becoming the youngest full constantly renewing experience;
for the day, taking pictures and. professor in the university's histo- you are constantly being challenged
..
and asked to think.
sitting on the sofa," he said. ry.
Gray went to Caltech in 1965,
"I've never really been in this
"Back when I started in Bowling
Green, I never dreamed I'd attracted by its scientific at- for the money," he said.
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Big race is this we~lr for many l(e11tI1cltjans
c

By AL CROSS
.
.l ..... _
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. Tbe state's biggest race is still
nine days away, but tbe most impor-

!::O:are
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;~:enTake Archie Wilbelm, for exampie. He
Badger Land In the .
Kentucky Derby, but his Interest
was on another racer_ yesterday his son David.
• David Wilhelm, an 11-year-<>ld
from the Portland neighborhood in
LouisvilJ~ has Down's syndrome.
He was one of almost 500 children
and adults· wltb mental or physical
handicaps who ran, jumped and oth0

likes

The Special Olympics for handicapped
hildren an d ad U 1tS ."deve1Op t heir
· Sense 0··r
C
meaning. They know it's competition, and
they're going to try their hardest." . .·.....

··

ened up even ·more today."

About .three-fourths of the ·contes-·. ·.:

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ' - - ' - _ . . ; __ __
to be bere." said ·wnhelm, a retired
and disabled cannery worker. "He
says he's going to win. a ribbon for
me, !or him and for bis two little
dogs."
David !lnished . last In the long
Jump, but he got a ribbon, a hug and
many pats on tbe back. All the otber

erwise competed yesterday at Ath- . -competitors did, too, becallse Speerton High School in track and field cial Olympics is much less about
events of the Louisville-a.Tea Special winning· and losing than about comOlympics. ·
peting..
· ··
·
·
;~:.·He has bugged me f?r three days
..Everyone's a winner today. Even

·

"A lot of them never even get out
of Henry County much." . Woods
·said...This is one of the more excit•
ing tblngs tbey .get to do. Tbe last
two or three weeks, it's. been all
they've talked about They've bright, ·

. IJ)Ore important, you're a winner in
J,ife.'' said Frank Minnifield, a Cleveland Browns cornerback and former
University of Louisville football star.
Minnifield fornially opened yesterday's games for children and
· adults from Je!lerson, Bullitt, Oldham, Henry and Trimble counties.
(Shelby and Spencer counties are
part of tbe region, too, but didn't

send squads because .of organizational difficulties, said Dottie Beck,
the Metro Parks employee who coordinated tbe event) ·
.•
Some other regional_ events were
held last weekend, but most will be
held this weekend. Yesterday's competition was held on a weekday because Metro Parks employees will
be busy with the Derby Festival
Mini-Marathon Saturday.
About 1,500 regional winners, out
of 10,000 participants, will compete
at the state Special Olympics at
w_~t~rn Kentucky ·. University in
Bowling Green May 30 through June
l.

:

, .

.

Just going to a regional event is a
big step tor many country kids, said
Greg Woods, an: elementary school
physical-education teacher .in rural
Henry County, who helped chaper,
one 2'\ students yesterday.

tants know the difference between·
'\"inning and losing, but just compet: .
ing is more important than winning.' ·
said Marcia. Mueller. a teacher of
children who: have cerebral palsy.
. "It gives· tbem that thrill of com-.
petition, and . tbe socialization they
· need to be .among their peers." she

said.

Archie Wilhelm agrees.
_ .. It seeµis; tO develop their sense
of meaning,'? he said. "They know
it's competition, and they're going to

try tbeir hardest."
"It's a big help to them," said Bqb
Fortunato, a vocatJonal counselor
tor the Ohio Valley Educational Cooperative, a . U of L-based agency
tbal operates special-education programs in 13 school districts in nortbcentral Kentucky. .. · .
.
Competing in Special : Olympics
See Blf
·.,:::·
.
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MUSIC
The April textile or the month al for Women, 1115 Adams St., Is open
The Franklin Chorale, a 32-volce the Kentucky Museum is• a boy's 10 a.m.-2 p.m. Monday, Wednesday
community choir, will present .its machine-sewn white pique coal, and Friday.
' ·
spring concert at 3 p.m. Sunday at circa 1878-1885. The museum .Is on
WORKSHOPS . .
· Franklin's. Goodnight Auditorium. the WKU campus .and Is open 9: 30
A series of Lunchtime Learning
Admission Is Cree, The concert wlll . a,m.-4 p,m, Tuesday-Saturday and programs on 19th. century British
· be followed by a reception marking 1
0
the flflh anniversary. of the
~:;~~t:::-r;l::::•:;·Kent~cky, •• bl'a:::;:~;:;ct~Ji
Franklin-Simpson Community Arts
an exhibit of watercolors .by Library and ,Museulj! .~ver~.,Tues-·
Council.
Charley Robertson Is on display day. this month.
Faces ,of
Sylvia Kersenbaum, .
WKU through May 1 at the , Kentucky ,America: Observations by 19th
.
.
·Century British Travelers," wlll b_e.
music teacher, will perform with Museum.
.
_conducted al 11:45 a.m. Tuesday.
the Paducah Symphony Orchestra
The Kentucky Museum has on 'The programs are Cree.
as Its guest piano soloist Satur, day-Sunday, The orchestra wlll display through Sunday "A Deliperform works by Mozart, Offen- cate Wilderness: The photography
bach, Pachelbel. and Grieg at 8:15 of .Ellloll Barnes, 1905-\914." The
p.m. Saturday in Paducah's Sym- photographs by Barnes, a rancher
phony Hall and 3 p.m. Sunday in and wilderness guide, provide a
Murray's Lovett Auditorium,
nostalgic glimpse of the last
PRODUCTIONS . :. ,. , · .. frontier. . •
The Warren Central Speech iind
Drama Club wlll perform Its spring.
e~hlblto! .qlillls made Crom
production of "The Wizard of Oz", Union. Underwear scraps will be on
al 7:30 p.m. Friday-Saturday al the' display In · Gallery L of the
Capitol Aris Center. Tickets are Kentucky· .Museum on Tuesday
: $3-$4.
through October. The exhibit Is
· organized by WKU · folklore stu:· Fountain Square Players wlll dents ..
' conduct auditions for 11 Tribute 11 -at
Winners of · Citizens National
7 p.m. Monday-Tuesday at the
Capitol Aris Center. Performances Bank's regional ·open art show
will be al 8 p.m, June 5-7 al 3 p.m. "Fine Arts '86 11 will be on displ~y
-June 8.
'
·
through Wednesday al the Capitol
Arts Center.
1
Auditions as high school apprentices with the Hilllopper Dinner : The. public library through Wed- .
Theatre will be conducted al 4 p:m. nesday wlll have on view a 20-plece \
Tuesday In Russell Miller Theatre'· phologr'al!,1)$; ,exhibit by Jimmy
of the Fine Arts Building , on Motslnger,'•a'Logan County native
· campus. Contact 745'.3296 , f9~.\ln- ; imd.'resldentll!ijf Le\Visburg:. The·
. formation.
~
.·,i.,:,: \, : exhibit · may' '6e" 'viewed . during '
regular library hours.
The Nashville City Ballet will
present Its spring gala al 8 p.m.
Decorator Showhouse '86,.;' .a
Friday In James K. Polk Theatre, rundraising project of the Arts
Tennessee Performing Arts Center. Alllance Inc. and the Landmark
Featured ls 11 Swan Lake, Act II." Association, is set May 2-18. The
Tickets are $10-$12. Call 615-741- house selected for lhe project is the
historic J. Whit Poller house at
2787.
SPECIAL EVENTS
131h and State streets. Hours will
The St. Jude's Bike-a-thon will be be 10 a.'m.-4 p.m. Monda·y- 1
conducted 9 a.m.-2 p.m. Saturday· Saturday; 1 p.m.-5 p.m. Sunday;
at Woodburn Fire Station. Sponsor and 7 p,m,-9 p,m. Tuesdays and
sheets are available at Crossroads Thursdays. Tickets are $3-$5. Call
Market or call 529-6231.
782-1200 or 842-3416.
'
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Bowling Green Junior High · The ErvIn G. Houchens Gallery
School and Waldenbooks wlll con- al the ·capitol Arts Center Is open 9
duct book fairs 8:15 a.m.-3:15 p.m. a.m.-4:30p.m. Monday-Friday. ,.'.
Monday-Thursday In the school
library. The public is invited. :
The Eloise B. HnuehPns r.enler
The public library's· "To~s an~,
Moms Activity Time" will meet lit
10:30 a.m.
Wednesday In the
children's
department.
~"" ,,n ~ - ..,,..,. _ _ _
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Depression in the elderly
•
requires medical attention
ByKATRriA.tAisJYt .
Dally News Women's Editor
There Is little question: gerontology Is a growth Industry. '
Well, perhaps It Is Inaccurate to
call the study o/ aging an Industry, .
. 'but until the 1970s, there were only
a lew universities training people to
deal with the elderly at all.
Psychotherapists and psychiatrists
particularly shunned the elderly,
leellng perhaps that their care was
better lavished on younger people. · ,
Even now, a controversy perSlsts

" ·

about whether personality ·change
In the elderly warrants a separate
field ol study,.
·
"Today students are much more

Interested In the elderly," said Dr.
Boaz Kahana at a seminar
sponsored by the Gerontology
Training Program . at Western
Kentucky University, "Early
childhood experiences are a good
predicter ol how people feel about
their elders. Generational interaction has an ellect on ·children's
attitudes.'.' .
But though the elderly have
emotional problems like any otner.
age group, they have been unlikely
to seek therapy,
"There are three problems problems with therapists, problems
nd
;:~~~og~~/fJ~e~ acPZeo:i\~~s t~!\~
parents'therapy.
{ .: · · ·,
··
"Therapists have tended to see
the elderly as Inflexible,· but
relocation studies dispel this, El·
derly people who change their !Ives
radically by moving 'to Florida or

·

'' '
. .
(Staff Photo by Katrina Larsen)
PROFESSOR BOAZ KAHANA of Cleveland State University spoke to
students and faculty connected with the Gerontology Training
Program at Western Kentucky University Monday night, Researchers
currently believe that depression Is not a natural consequence of •
aging, that It Is damaging to the health, and that depressions lasting
. more than two weeks should be · treated by a doctor or
psychotherapist;. , ;,.
.,
·

>\$.,

J\;y

. ,./
.elaerly;"Kahanacontlnued;:':
Problems ol expense and .trans•
portatlon In getting the elderly Into
therapy are probably less dllflcult
to solve than the resistance ol their
grown children.

agln{ ·
Therapy and · support groups can
help ·people' experiencing reactive
depression from 'the loss ol a
spouse,

for

instance; _depression

from brain deterioration Is more
Israel, the two places we've
"They don't want their parents dllflcult. Even enlightened people ·
studied, tend to change and grow talking about them to the therapist, have mistaken Alzheimer's Disease
and have dreams and adventures,
saying what dlsapolntments they. !or depression in their. paren.ts, . '
11
Therapists have transference have ·been to ·as children/' Kahana · , But the great problem with
depression among ' the elderly is
problems: the sexual feelings, laughed. "You can understand It,"
sibling rivalries, jealousies and so
Dealing with. depression among , like the chicken and the egg: once
forth they !ind in older patients are the elderly may be more dllllcuU · depression begins', .. the Immune
disturbing to them, Therapists !ear than with ·younger people because system Is weakened and the many
death like anyone else,,. an~ .these . the elderly are more likely to have · symptoms ol aging accelerate. This
patients raise their death anxieties .. experienced loss and grief, and In turn increases the depression,':'',
For this reason, depression
Finally, they just don't have the.' because they are more likely to
skills. Karl Jung said such patients have biochemical complications, should be taken seriously, ·11 It 1
have .a dlllerent agenda; therapists Drugs may· interact; the average continues !or two weeks without
often haven't reached a stage In person over .65 takes four kinds ol reason (such as the . loss of a
their lives when they can; un-. drugs. And they may accept spouse), · treatment shou,ld be j
derstand the feelings ol • the depression as a natural part ol sought.
T
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KU,:plans to· offer
c()mmunity. colleg~
.

lj_ :.. ';>. 'i . f;-(_,
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By THOMAS ROSS
AI;,rnnder said, •1•1 thl~k It w!!! be
Dally News Stall Writer
_ . Implemented, :
.
A plan to expand Western
"We're dolrig dt · because there
Kentuok'y Untvers!ty's· non- are many people In the community
traditional programs, Into a lull- who don't have access to a
lledged community college system community college," he continued.
will be presented Thursday to the "We have an array of nonBoard of Regents by the school's traditional courses already ava!lpres!dent.
;, .
_ able, All we're. trying to do Is
In essence, Dr. Kern Alexander'.s expand t~~ . assdclate ~nd,·. arts
plan calls for Western to develop programs, ·
. .
, ·
an expanded two-year program on
Joe Iracane, board chairman,
Its campus to cater to those adults said he's "thrilled . and excited"
who do not have the time or about the Idea:
Inclination to pursue a lour-year
"We want to serve the region as
degree
.best we can/' Iracane said. "This
·
has been here !or the asking !or a
This. Is just one of several plans Jong time and Dr. Alexander just
Alexander Is working on In an picked right up on It. What we hope
attempt to make · Western more to do Is serve the needs of the
marketable, thereby .helpln~ to young people, build 'with them .and
recruit and retain students.
!!they do well allow them to move
11
We 1ve studied ·the community into our structured · programs
college plan and we are going to without watering down any of our
recommend it tO the b.oard/'- academic arei;,.S._"--,: · ·
·

Western, Hke th.ii st~te's live
other regional universities, already
offers non-traditional (!or persons
age 25 and over) programs and a
two-year nursing program.
But Alexander Is wants to expand
the concept to the point that
Western's community college . w!!!
be· oll!clally named, addttlonal
-employees will be hired and_ a
school syllabus wlll be available,
1racane said there · will be• some
restructuring on campus II the plan .
Is·· approved, but he · declined to
name .those administrators, and
faculty Involved.
·
·· ·
·«we •w!!! ·· get started without
hiring new personnel,'.' Alexander
said, <>But as activities beglri to
nourish, naturally we will require
additional employees. We don't
have a name for the school yet, or

;r - ----e,a syllabus, but we plan to establish
it as a r·egular, ongoing program,"

l

At no ,cost to Western, either, he
said. The program falls under the
state's higher· education formula
and therefore wlll be appropriately
funded, said Gary Cox, deputy
executive director of the state
Council on Higher Education.
"We have the statutory authority
to have a community . college/'
Alexander said. "The legislature,
several years ago, gave the
regional universities the right to
establish community· colleges on
campus. It's just that It's never
. been jmplemented here as such. We
think we should do it now,"
- A_lexander denied this Is an
attempt by Western· to combat
Owensboro Community College
, which received the blessings of th~
1, General Assembly and Gov. Martha
l Layne ---Collins during the 1986
I legislative session.
[· Some· Western leaders and
, legislators who opposed the
1 Owensboro plan voiced concern
f ttfat the new two-year schQol there
1 will siphon a portion of Western's
I enrollment from the Daviess
f Cou~ty area. Owensboro, only an
ho.ur s drive from Bowling Green,
ts m Western's service area. .
"That has nothing to do with It "
Alexander said. "What we hope to
do in Owensboro (for students from

Continued Back Page
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there) is provide an easy transition
(into_ Western) for those two-year
students who want to pursue their
third and fourth years In college." ·
He also he's. not sure what
impact the plan wlll have on
Bowling Green Junior College
which offers a four-day class week, '
"I don't know how it (BGJC)
will be ellected," he said. "All I
know is this is expected of us by
the legislature and we owe It to the
citizens of this area,"
He said the university and
community college shouldn't have
any trouble co-existing. He cited
the University of Florida In
Gainesville and Santa Fe Commun!ty College as an example.
"There are 36,000 students
enrolled at the University of
Florida," he said, "and right next
door there are another 9 000
enrolled at Sante Fe.
'
"The community c·~llege
overlaps a small amount of the
regular university program (in
Gainesville),'' he continued. "But
It serves another type of student
and the costs are lower. And this Is
in a county with a population of
120,000. You have the same
situation with the University of
Louisville and Jellerson Communlty College being right next door.
There are no problems with that."

Gailles
•
end Ill
smiles
t4 -,). 7- f;..
By JIM HIGHLAND
Dally News Special Writer
Two Caverna high school
teachers and an elementary
school teacher, . who spend their
days working ·with.-. learning
disability and mentally handicapped students, .decided tn
November to • begin a class·
which would showc.ase the
talents of the youngsters.
Ms. Cynthia .Campbell and
!\is. Cecilla Franklin both had
what they said ,was basic

-"music talent," and they ..
joined forces with Mrs.
Elizabeth Franklin, an elemen•
tary school teacher, to put
together "A Very Special
Course" for all degrees of
exceptional children.
The course they designed
during their free teacher plan. nlng periods combined both
music and athletics, and their
students were in Bowling Green
. for the Area Five Special
Olympics competition Saturday.
on the Western Kentucky University campus.
11

·(Staff Color Photo'by Mark Workman)

We started · our· course

because we wanted to try
something for the kids," Ms.
Franklin said. ·
·
The program was so successful it led to the formation of
a choir and the development of
some good young athletes.
.
As a result, she said, the
group Is now being Invited · tci ·
perform for various civic
groups and . will be baclt fn
Bowling Green to demonstrate
their. talents· during_ .the state.
Special Olympics May29i ·. n,. · ·
Ms. Franklin Maid the· three
teachers put the course together ·
on their own time at no cost
the state and with their own
money because they wanted the
students .lo be able to use their
11
speclal lalents. 11
And those talents were dem- .
onstrated during the Special
Olympics because one of their
students was among the top
high jumpers In the competition.

lo

Exceptional

~u~\

MEMBERS OF the RussetlvUI~ Exceptional Indm;trles team compete
during the 400-meter relay at Saturday's Area 5 Special Olympics.
About 750 athletes from Allen, . Barren, Butler, Hart, Edmonson,
Metcalfe, Monroe, Logan, Simpson and Warren counties participated
In events at Western Kentucky University.
.
But perhaps more imEach Olympian was assigned
portantly, It demonstrated the
a 11 buddy/', a volunteer big
affection of everyone who took
brother or big _sister. who.
, part In _the Special Olympics . )'latched out for lhe youngster
·coin petition Including coaches, · dilrlrig the day and made sure
. buddies and Special Olympians.
the athletes got to their events
on time. ·
·
· · This was the 14th year for the
competition at Western, and
Michele Woolf, a \l'eslern
more than 600 young athletes
nursing freshman from
participated In events ranging
GilberlsvlJ!e, said · she ·. yolunfrom track and field to softball
teerd to be a buddy because she
throwing.
"thought it would be a good
· For both the winners and
experience,•:;; ))t:?i,-. :;,;;1.,.-·-i; ··,_:, ,, •
losers their were ribbons galore
.. "It has been;just thati't _she
because as Jo Ann Varner1
said, "and_ I ,probably wln do ii
Special Olympics area
coordinator, said, "E,·eryone is
Continued Back Page
a winner."
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7:30

P.M.' 'WHAT· YOU KNOW
ABOUT AIDS IS WRONG!' will be
the topic discussed. by Terry
Krieger, a Washington writer and
former head of media relations for
the National Endowment for the
Humanities, In Van Meter
Auditorium as part of the UniversltyLeclure Serles. Call 745-2296,

· TUESDAY,APRIL29
8:30 A.M. LEADERSHIP DEVELOPMENT FOR SCHOOL
EVALUATION will be 'held in the
Downing University Center, room
340. Contact .Teresa Tarter at

10 A.M. CORPORATE COUNCIL
MEETING will _be held _in Garrett

'

745-2451.

Conference Center, execullve room.
Contact
John Sweeney at 745-4994,
,,
.

MONDAY, APRIL 28
8:30 A.M. FINE ARTS '86,
, sponsored·; by · Citizen's National
Bank, will feature award winning
local. art In the ·Ervin .G. Houchens
Gallery, ·
,;,.-.

...

8:30 P.M. WKU STUDENT
WOODWIND QUINTET AND SAX·
OPHONE QUARTET,· under the
direction of William Sneddon; will
present a concert In the recital hail
of the Ivan Wilson Center for Fine
Arts. Adm isslon Is free and the
public is Invited to attend. Contact
the department of music al
745-3751.
.

-···

~

·.
.. .
' ;
every year · as long as I am
perhaps a' fitting finish for a
here. They're so lovable. You
young
. woman who has . been
want .to take everyone and
Into running for about •three
squeeze :em and hug 'em."
years.
About · 1,500 young people
She jogs about two ·miles
Inc I u d In· g members o
every evening alter school and
Western's football team and
sne,.said she "loves to go fast'. 111
many sorority and fraternity
members served as buddies,
Was the competition fun?
1
And whUe the· buddies were.
' ·0h , ,· yes; "
·
s h e said . right
excited by the IeveJ.ofcompeti-,' , befqre
giving her coach a hug'.
lion, th_elr excUment could In no
. ; But· then · her response was
way compare With that of the
young Olympians. , · · ··· · '
•·. .,,.,typical of the. day of triumph
for the smiling faces of all
Dana Dennison, 16 of ·SumSpecial Olympians who know
mershade 'won · both the 50the true meaning of the word
meter . and 100-meter dash,
"hug."

UNION UNDERWEAR SCRAPS
TO KENTUCKY QUILTS, will be
the exhibit featured In the Kentucky Museum Gallery through
October. The exhibit \\'as organized
by WKU folklore students. Museum
hours are 9:30 a.m, to .4 p.m.
Tuesdays. through Saturday adn 1
to 4 :30 p.1'11. Sunday, Call 745-2592.

.
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WEDNESDAY, APRIL 30
3:15 P.M. FACULTY RESEARCH
, COMMITTEE MEETING • will be
held in the academic affairs
corifer.ence room .

•••

. .
FRIDAY,MAY2
· 6 P.M. SOIL CONSERVATION
MEETING will be held at the
Agriculture Exposition Center.
Contact Jonathon Hawes· at 8431112.
.

...

SATURDAY,MAY3
8 A.M. K.M.T.,A .. PIANO
FESTIVAL will .be held In the Ivan
-Wilson.• Ce.nter · for Fine Arts.
Recitai'· Hall and room 198, and in

...

,~·.Gar.rett ·cQnference _Center, rOom
. 103.'Contact Sue Pauli.
·

.
9 A.M. LITTLE NORTH AMER!·
· CAN will be held In the -Agriculture
Exposition Center. Contact Dr.
Gordon Jones at 745-5960. · ,, •
.

••••

l

THE 1986 DECORATOR SHOW
HOUSE, featuring tours through
the H. 1F. Devasier residence at the
corner of State and 13th streets
• opens today-May 18. Tickets will be
$4 In advance and $5 at the door
and may be purchased at the
• Landmark office, 781-8106 or the ,
, Arts Alliance, 782-ARTS.
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One's education··_ is-,not .complete.-until
1

one:has been tpken po ssum hunting
!),;\} .

1-t-).'7':'..f~

·

·

· ..

·

-.

just5or6ofus?'.'
..
Dr. H. H. .Cherry's daughter,
"How about Friday: nightr• I
Josephine Cherry Lowman, called asked. "Fine!" she said..
\\ife Em and me, and. said, "My· I called a couple of the Manning
daughter, Cherry Lowman, has gang who had opossum dogs, got
graduated from the University of some, got some marshmallows,
Kentucky, and I don't feel her apples and some hotdogs with bUllS.
education will be complete unt\J she The fall air was perfect, the moon
has been on a Thomas Landing . bright. We did not catch any
possum hunt."
opossujlls, but we walked in fields
Josephine at the time was living and the big woods, built a wood
in Te>;as and writing her popular fire, toasted• the marshmallows and
newspaper column, "Why Grow cooked the hotdogs on long sticks

watermelons grew so tqick we her on a possum hunt to help
would walk on them wlthout completehereducation.
touching the ground, and how we
"! sure do!" she replied. ·"And
floated a bunch of them down to now I have my Ph.d. from a big.
Cherry's swimming platform, with· New York University and am
the help of Rile; Sam, Fred, my_ working to continue my mother's
brother Bud and a lot of the gang newspaper column. ·I. remember
and we told Josephine: they were going on that possum. hunt. Now I
wild melons that just grew up there feel my education is about combeside the river.
plete."
• • •·
I did not see Cherry Lowman
until years later when she came to .

Old~" published in a large number over the firei

~er m9ther's funeral in September,

ByHERMANLOWE ··

·

of newspapers throughout the U.S.
We talked about the good times 1983 and Kelly. Thompson made a
Over the telephone she said, "We of the past when we went to Uncle graveside talk at Fairview
are in Bowling Green. Could you Allen's watermelon patch up by Cemetary. I asked· her if she
and Em get up a possum hunt for Buck ll e·•' s Br an ch where_ remembered when her mother. took:

•

''Drivers use basics,

sense to steer clear
of troff ic d,a ngers
Driving ace Frank _Kene) knows
just about everything there Is fo
know about maneuvering a car
!rom point A· to point B with 'a
minimum of damage and psychic

situations l_n' which braking Is
required. Once · the wheels are
locked, especially the lront wheels,
a driver no longer has control over
the direction of the car. ,Kenel ·
trauma.
recommends steady pressure on the
. As director or traffic safety for · brake pedal just·short of enough to
the American Automobile Associa- lock the wheels ..
tion, he Is well versed In the
'
.
· Intricacies of driving and unThe most Important precaution Ii
derstands the forces that determine driver can take, :howevei', is to
ii car's behavior,
follow common sense_.,
.
But the main points he emThat means a Jot of things, but
phasizes as a touring Instructor are mostly it means recognizing that
. yery down to earth. They are:
driving. Is a very dangerous means
. of transportation. Reduce the
: -WEAR seai belts. In lidditlon to danger through defensive driving.
greatly reducing the risk of Injury
The · two biggest components of
in an accident, seat belts reduce . defensive driving ,are driving at
the chance of an accident by safe speeds and maintaining proper
jncreasing the driver's ability to
- at least a two-second
drive the car by keeping him more distances
distance, regardless of the speed stationary.
, between your . car and the car
ahead of you.
-MAINTAIN maximum· air preKenel offered those tips while ,n
Ssure in tires. In other words, keep
tires Inflated to lhe maximum Bowling Green this week to teach a
pressure listed on their sidewalls. class of students that included a
The lower pressures recommended Bowling Green police officer who is
by .manufacuturers .. make for a to teach what he learned to . fellow
softer ride, but they also greatly officers;, · a representative of a
Louisvill~ insurance ·company Con•
reduce control and handling.
sidering a driver-improvement
-STEER, don't brake, in a program; and other driving In·.
situation in which you have options. •, structors. ·
.
: In other words, ln a situation in:: Most of -the week. was spent in a
\vhich something blocks your path classroom ·,at _..Western, Kentucky
.~ a car that pulls out In front of University.
·
rou, then stops when the driver
On Wednesday, however, Kenel
suddenly sees you, for Instance - and his students hit the pavement,
~on't lock the brakes and slide into where ,they ' learned . that. reading
. ll. Drive around, ii possible.
·• about l( In a book ls very different
•·
·
from feeling it through the seat of
: -DO NOT lock the wheels In your pants.

)

- ·,

~ -:

,-_ ,--.••i

RAY SCHULTE of Louisville (above), a safety engineer
Fire and Marine Insurance Co., waits for the driver or
car to complete a run through the test course before dri
Instructor Frank Kenel (below far left) and the studer

.AY SCHULTE of Loulsvllle (above), a safely engineer with St. Paul
'Ire and Marine Insurance Co., waits for the driver of another test
ar to complete a run through the test course before driving through.
astructor Frank Kenel (below far Jell) and the students used cars

loaned by Ken Wallace Ford-BMW and drove a course set up on the
lower end of the Beech Bend Park dragslrlp, the use of which was
donated by owner Dallas Jones.

J)

STUDENT RAY SCHULTE
(left) resets a pylon alter
another driver displaced II on a
run through the course. Capt.
George Scott of the Bowling
Green Police Department
{11hnvP} nllnh: s:a r~r thrn1111h thP.

A
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·. Western president wants\::
campus community colle,ge
. C • .J

'f ·- ) 'J .. fi

BOWLING GREEN, Ky. - West•
ern Kentucky University's Board of

WKU already orte,;. no~-ira~ltlonal programs for peopl~ 25 arid_:older
and has a two-year nursing :·.pro-

•uo<1,1td Pms

Regents is expected to be preserited

gram.

with a plan Thursday calling for expanslon of the school's traditional
programs into a ftill-lledged commu-

Alexander wants to· ex~;~d• the
concept, add extra employees ·and
name the faculty and admlnlslrtitors

nttY college program on the Bowling
Green campus,

that would be involved.

The plan, devised by President
Kern Alexander, cal,s for develop.
Ing an expanded two~year program
on campus to serve adults who do

not have the time or Inclination to
pursue a lour-year degree.
·. .. We've studied the community
, college plan and we're going to rec-

·

·

· '

,.:.,' :· ..:'\

•

~~ · J

•

If the plan Is . approveif,· fhere
would have to be some restructJlring
IOD campus, Iracane .said.
. .-'! ;

"W

ill!~

t

;

ill t t t
Ith
e w ge s ar ed Y' out hir•
ing new personnel/' he s~id. "But as·
activities begin to flourish, naturally
I
I
d l
we w II requ re a d tlonal employ-

ees. We don't have a name•Jordhe
ommend it to the board," Alexander. school yet, or a syllabus, but·' we

rsald recently. "We're doing It be-

plan to establish it as a regtilar,-on-

1cause there are many people who
; don't have access to a community
·college,"
1 • Alexander said there are several
· rion-traditiOnal
courses
already
available and he would like to see
the associate in arts programs ex-

going program."

panded.
"We want to serve the region as

.

)~';'"!'~

··
,
Gary Cox, deputy executiVJ'.director pf the state: Council on )11.gher
Education, said the· progra'm · falls
under the state's higher ed"t.ic'81ion
formula and therefore wm~:be· ap-

proprlately funded.
·
·' ·• '' ·
"We have statutory authority to

best we can," said Joe Iracane,
chairman of the regents. "What we
hope to do is serve the needs of the

have.a community college,'! 1,'\.l~xander said. "The legislature,·: ~~v~ral
years ago, gave the regional. univer-

young people, build with ·them, and
ii they do well, allow them to move
Into our structured programs with•
· out wate'!"ing down any of our aca•

sities the right to establish· c.</.m111u•
nlty colleges on campus. W.(Just
.that it's never been impleii\etjted
here as stlch. We think we slfotild do

· demic areas."

it now." -

'
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Departmental administration
cha11ges co.nsid~red. by Wl(U
1-/ -;). ?· r,,

By THOMAS ROSS
Dally News Stall Writer
In an effort lo rid Western
Kentucky University of some of its
bureaucracy, the school' is consid*

erlng Implementing a different
.mode of departmental administration.

Under the more democratic plan,
which would go into effect in
August 1987, department heads
would be replaced by department
chairs and that seat would be an
elected one instead of appointed,
said Western President Dr. Kern

Alexander.
"Right now we're· discussing the
plan, 11

Alexander

said.

"We're

· trying to look at ways in which the
faculty can play a more significant
role in determining each depart*
ment's direction. 11

A committee,

,

headed

by . Dr.

Robert Haynes, vice president of
academic affairs, and including

faculty members and the Council of
Deans, is studying the concept:
Alexander said the committee's
conclusions will be released by
December,
·
"We're not rushing this thing,"
Alexander said. "We want lo look

al all the options and dolt right."
Gene Evans, Faculty Senate
chairman, said the faculty is
looking al the plan cautiously, but
he personally endorses the change.
11
This Is a gre~t leap forward,"
Evans said. "This is exactly what
should be done. It will make us a
· model in terms of this slate and the
concept is more In keeping with
what a university is really like."
In essence, the faculty will have
more say in their respective.
departments under the plan.
"It means going from a bureau*
erotic style - like a line foreman
or the military - to a more
collegial style," Evans said.
"That's a major change from what
we've had in the past."
Under the university's current
mode of departmental administration, the school's 30 department
heads are appointed by the deans
of their particular colleges.
There's no fixed term, and
.conceivably a department head
£ould stay in that seat for Ille.
"Under this m~de, the head just
stays there, 11 Alexander said.
"There's no term and If the head
is ousted by the faculty, he or she

•

ls !ell to feel like a rrieasurnble
failure. And. the faculty almost has
to have a revolution to get rid of a
head."
He said under the new plan a
department chair might hold the
office "maybe 1 ' for a four-year_·
term. At the end of the term, the ·
faculty would again vole for that
person to continue or choose
another candidate.
"A( the better universities In the
country, the faculty is relied upon
in a more collegial fashlon 1 'J
Alexander said.·
"Facu1ty members are not
employees; they are colleagues of
the administrators," he continued ..
"I think the faculty is receptive to
this. H's good for the morale
because the faculty wlll be Involved
In their respective department1s
decision-making process,''
The state's five other regional
universities dp not have department
chairs elther.
''l'm . not sure how the other
schools run things, n Alexand'er
said. "But we'd rather follow the
patterns of the nation's other major
universities.''

i
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Tight
I(U
budget

J<'rom

WKU budget

Page I

sure we will be able to deal with·
the budget."
.
Mary Ellen Miller, faculty re,
. gent, said she's content with the
! budget · going Into the regents'
'meeting.
"We're much better off In terms
of salary .than we were last year,"
said Mrs. Miller, an English
\ '
teacher. "There's some cause to
C - ;~-· ·
feel .good about that considering
0
By THO AS R It
·· what we've gohen Jn the past. And
Slaff WrIs er
Dail YdNews
f Regents
expected
we realize th at it's an extremely
The Boar O
what has been \ difficult budget to deal with."·
to approve tThur~:Xtucky UniversiAs for the administrative
called Wes ern
ver
reorganization, Jracane said the
I
ty's tightesi bu?gei;86 _87 operating
shakeup will be beneficial to the

registrar, ls nominated to act as an
assistant to the president.
Alexander also said Dr. Ronnie
Sutton, dean of scholasllc developmen!, will be nominated to "take
on major new responsibilities." He
declined to elaborate.
"As far as the restructuring of
offices and what office reports to
what or whom, I like Ht Mrs,
Miller said. "I think It's going to
.be more efficient, more centralized
and stream II ne d . I t' s weII done. "
Also included In Alexander's
recommendations is a plan to
develop a community college on
Western's campus.
school s
several major
university.
Th
d ti
l
Is one of Is expected to
"The moves are going to be
e recommen a on s expected
th board
to receive board approval.
e
"The community college Is a
1 , 15 pm meeting in extremely cost-effective based on
at lts .f e~ce.Room.
. the fact there will be additional job major portion of the restructur-

b
t,

•

fl,
op
de
to

'-i ·Ji

at
In
b·

awa~ts

The

budget
Items
review

the Regen~s_' Con~; stern President , responsibHities

placed

on

0

,

these Ing,,, lracane said, ''That's some-

In add•ll~~•

oder will recom· • people," !racane said. "We want thing the board was .looking for
Dr. Kern
exaboard a major \ to be able to reach out in an
h
hi d th
Id t
th
mend to . e or anizat,·on, the , Innovative way to serve our region. w en we re
e new pres en ·
t t e re g
,
"We had three priorities in that
adminis ra lV
munity college on To do So, we need these substantial
creation of a c~m
4 5 percent 'changes."
campus, and a ise· plus merit
Included in the reorganization. ii::
across-the-boa~t r:nd a 5.percent the nomination of Dr. Jerry Wilder

we wanted enhancement in recruiting, retention of students and
fund raising," he continued. "But
we wanted it to be extremely

pay for fac~/ d taff
..
. lo replace Dr. John Minton as vice
raise for class, \ sbly · the tightest iresident of student affairs. Wilder
"This is pro a had II said Dr. s the director of the Career·
budget we've evetrlve vl~e president ?Janning, Academic Advisement
paul -~ook, e_xecu
· ind Placement Ce,nter. Minton,' also
. andbudgetdirFtor. ot surprising lthletics Committee chairman, will
".And tha s ; about six years etire in August.
· . ·
because we'?~ h\ringent approach Also, Dr. Cecile Garmon, assisnow of a fa: Yt ~. he continued. ant on the president's planning
to the ·bu ge ' · we got some ta!!, wm be recommended to be
"Even thoug\ from the General amed budget director. The move
additional s~ppor 'tall that much. :ould relieve Cook of the
Assembly, it_ was~d et,,
1dgetary duties.
·
!l's really a tcightbdec1ln~d to release Howard Balley, assistant dean of
Although .00
until the regents udent affairs, is nominated to
the budget fi~u~~s school's general place acting dean Ronald Beck.
meet, he sal
,e increase of 4.9 e post will be changed to dean of
fund only saw an
1dent life.
·
percent.
f any problems lnd Dr. Stephen House, school
"I don't know " o Alexander said •
·
with the b~dgei~ pretty good shape
"l think we re
ting "
th egents' mee
·
going into er
board chairman,
Joe I~~;ane, irl sure we won't
agreed. I m
with the budget.
have any pro ,
t
t
I think weire right o~ma:geq~estions,

cost-effective. And the community •
coll~ge ls because there wlll be no ,
•,
j
b
new hmnis, ust some su stantla 1 •

b/:m,;

"There

are

s

that need to be

technical queSU~ns, oin
to ask
asked · and we re gd ~'But I'm··
themt" · he continue •

l

changes."

:t," . ..._. ''
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The board will also be presented nE
recommendations:
,.
di
-TO approve the 19B6-B7 fee Io,
schedule for tuition and housing.
ba
-TO approve a new bachelor's of sit
science degree In electro- he
mechanical engineering technology..
Although It's not on· the agenda, wl
the board may also be Introduced
to Western's new men's basketball , er
coach; Murray Arnold; and Jimmy cc
Feix, .who was recently named to
replace John Oldham as athletic · V
director. O]dham will retire In July.
!
.:.
c

Scholarships awarded
Several Western Kentucky University students
received scholarships and other awards at a banquet
Saturday night sponsored by the Kelly Thompson
chapter of the Public Relations Student Society of

America.
The Sarah Hardin Thompson Scholarship, worth
$1,000, went to Brian Douglas, 20, a Fort Wayne,

Ind.; sophomore.

.

Christine Schabel, a Lexington senior, received the
Robert G. Cochran Scholarship, worth $300.
The Gates F. Schabel Scholarship, worth $300, was
awarded lo Don Franks, 22, art Elkton junior,·
i·.
Louise Gilchrist, 20, a Nashvlllejunlor, received
"
the Bluegrass-Alumni Scholarship, worth, $200.

History professor Lowell Har_rlson received the
University Service Award for the six years of work
he has performed in putting together a history of
Western.
'
The Community Service Award was presented to ·
Hospice of Bowling Green, which provides health
and other care for terminally-ill persons and their
families.
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